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Ready for Rita? ASAP
SAP fighting drug abuse

Hurricane
races toward
Texas; Gulf
braces for
'the worst'

By The Associated Press
GALVESTON, Texas (AP)
Hurricane Rita grew into a monster storm with 170 mph sustained winds as it swirled toward
the Gulf Coast, prompting more
than 1.3 million residents in
Texas and Louisiana to flee in
hopes of avoiding a deadly
repeat of Katrina.
"It's not worth staying here,"
said Celia Martinez as she and
several relatives finished packing up their homes and pets to
head to Houston. "Life is more
important than things."
As Gov. Rick Perry urged
residents along the state's entire
coast to begin evacuating well in
advance of Rita's predictect
Saturday landfall, New Orleans'
braced for the possibility that the
storm could swamp the misery stricken city all over again.
Galveston, Corpus Christi
and surrounding Nueces County,
low-lying parts of Houston, and
New Orleans were under
mandatory evacuation orders as
Category 5 Rita drew energy
from balmy gulf waters.
Galveston Mayor Lyda Ann
Thomas told NBC's "Today"
show Thursday that her city is
"fairly well emptied, hut we're
sending our police forces ... with
their loudspeakers reminding
people that today is the day to
leave."
In Houston, Mayor Bill
White said residents in lowlying areas and in mobile homes
should leave immediately.
"We're the best prepared city
in the country but nothing Of this
magnitude is welcome," he told
Morning
"Good
ABC's
America." "There's not much
you can do if you have 150-mph
winds."
Forecasters said Rita could
be the strongest hurricane on
record to ever hit Texas. Only
three Category 5 hurricanes, the
highest on the scale, are known
to have hit the U.S. mainland _
most recently, Andrew, which
smashed South Florida in 1992.
Hundreds of buses were dispatched Wednesday to evacuate
the poor and move out hospital
and nursing home patients, and
truckloads of water, ice and
ready-made meals, and rescue
and medical teams were on
standby in an effort to show the
lessons learned in Katrina.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention has been approved for a
$100,000 federal grant to continue anti-drug
abuse efforts in 2005-2006 with the promise of
the same funding for an additional two years.
National Drug Control Policy officials in
Washington D.C. announced the allocation under

the authority of a Drug-Free Communities
Program matching grant in a news release
Wednesday.
The Calloway County grant is just one of 176:.
awarded to similar community anti-drug coalfa
tions nationwide totaling $17.1 million. The goal
of the locally-based coalitions is to work togeth-

II See Page 2A
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Traffic is lined up on the East Loop over the Houston Ship
Channel as residents evacuate Wednesday before the
possible arrival of Hurricane Rita in Houston. Mayor Bill
White ordered some mandatory evacuations, but officials
in the state's largest city stopped short of offering automatic help for those lacking the means to escape the path
of Hurricane Rita on their own.
"We hope and pray that
Hurricane Rita will not be a devastating storm, but we got to be
ready for the worst," President
Bush said in Washington.
At 8 a.m. EDT Thursday.
Rita was centered about 490
of
east-southeast
miles
Galveston and was moving
west-northwest near 9 mph.
Wind speed was 170 mph, down
slightly from 175 earlier in the
day. Forecasters predicted it
would come ashore along the
central Texas coast between
Galveston and Corpus Christi.
Rainfall from the storm could
reach 15 inches in spots, the hurricane center said.
winds
Hurricane-force
extended up to 70 miles from the
center of the storm, and even a

slight rightward turn could
prove devastating to the fractured levees protecting New
Orleans.
The U.S. mainland has never
been hit by both a Category 4
and a Category 5 in the same
season. Katrina at one point
became a Category 5 storm, but
weakened slightly to a Category
4just before coming ashore.
In the Galveston-HoustonCorpus Christi area, about 1.3
million people were under
orders to get out, in addition to
20,000 or more along with the
Louisiana coast. Special attention was given to hospitals and
nursing homes, three weeks
after scores of sick and elderly

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Students from Murray State's Agriculture 377 farm safety class erected this display
for National Farm Safety and Health Week on the grounds at Pullen Farms on KY
94 West. The dummies are demonstrating what could happen when safety is not a
priority on the farm. McKeel Equipment Co. Inc. of Murray provided the farm
machinery.

II See Page 3A

Winters awarded KASA Honorary Membership Award
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Sen. Ken County school is the first in western
Winters, R-Murray, is the recipient Kentucky to reach proficiency on the
Accountability
of the Kentucky Association of Commonwealth
School Administrators' Honorary Testing Systems (CATS) assessMembership Award, presented by ment.
The KASA board of directors
KASA for significant contributions
presents the KASA Honorary
to education policy.
KASA President Eleanor Mills of Membership Award annually to
Murray Independent Schools, and someone who is not otherwise eligiVice President Pete Galloway from ble for KASA membership, but who
Graves County Schools gave Sen. has made a significant contribution
Winters the award in person on to KASA and the profession of
Sept. 12 at Farmington Elementary school administration. Winters was
School while attending a regular instrumental in helping KASA pass
meeting of the Kentucky General legislation awarding administrators
Assembly's Interim Joint Committee state-mandated instructional leadership credit for working with beginon Education.
Co-chairs Rep. Frank Rasche, D- ning teachers.
KASA President Mills said,"Sen.
Paducah. and Winters chose the site
because the southeastern Graves Winters has been very accessible

Photo provided

KASA President
Mills,
Eleanor
left. and Vice
President Pete
Galloway, right,
Sen.
present
Winters
Ken
with an honorary
membership to
KASA on behalf
of its board of
directors.

Murray,

K

and is wonderful to work with. He
has a solid understanding of the
education issues facing Kentucky. It
is a real benefit for western
Kentucky, and for all educators, to
have someone of his experience and
ability as chair of the Senate
Education Committee."
The Kentucky Association of
School Administrators is the largest
school administrators group in
Kentucky, representing more than
3,000 education leaders from across
the Commonwealth. Formed in
1969, KASA connects education
leaders to policy makers, legislators,
and other interest groups. and provides numerous benefits and services to Kentucky's school administrators.
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BZA addresses lighting issue
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
As the city's sign ordinance
becomes more restrictive, businesses are going to look for
more ways to enhance their
logos and attract customers. City
planning officials see tube-like
lighting as one of the possibilities.
With that in mind and a

Forecast
Tonight will start mostly
clear then become partly cloudy.
Temperatures will be in the
upper 60s.
Friday and Friday night will
he partly cloudy with highs in
the upper 80s and lows in the
upper 60s.

Town Crier
NOME
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 tonight at city
hall. The agenda includes two
resolutions for Community
Economic Growth Grant projects for Murray Main Street's
Wallis renovation and the
County
Calloway
Renaissance program and
discussion about natural gas
rates The finance/personnel
committee will meet at 6 p.m.
and the public safety committee will meet at 6. 15 p.m.
•Murray State University's
Board of Regents will meet
Fnday at 1:30 p m. in Pogue
Jesse
Stewart
Library's
Room. Prior to the meeting,
the building and grounds
committee meets at 9:30
a.m., the development/investments committee at 10 a.m.,
audit committee at 10:30 a.m.
and the finance committee at
11 a.m. A ribbon cutting will
follow the committee meetings at 1130 a.m. at the new
equine classroom.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a m. Monday The agenda
includes information on a
marketing agreement with
MSU, Team Health contract
and orthopedic recruitment as
well as budget discussion
II The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Items included
on the agenda are Bobby
Police
Murray
Martin,
Department, Louis Boldt and
reports from the director and
committees.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

recent request from a new business, City Planner Candace
Dowdy and Planning Assistant
Sam Perry asked the Murray
Board of Zoning Adjustments
Wednesday to make an interpretation of whether "exposed
lighting': means just bare bulbs
and uncovered neon tubing or
more modern LED bulbs
beneath plastic covering.
After much discussion, board
members 5-1 that "exposed
lighting" in the zoning ordinance refers to bare bulbs and
tubing and such lighting is not
permitted. Similar lights covered by plastic are allowed. The
discussion centered on whether
banning exposed lighting was a
safety or aesthetic issue.
While
board
members
seemed to agree on the safety
issue of having bare bulbs outlining a business, others had
stronger opinions on what safer
plastic-covered lighting did for
the appearance of buildings in

the city limits.
BZA chair Bill Whitaker was
the lone vote against the interpretation. He said the lighting,
regardless of how safe the plastic covering makes it, is unattractive.
New technology has made
the safer options available. The
plastic covering is designed both
to protect the bulbs and add a
shield that shouldn't become hot
to the touch.
Some businesses, such as
Sonic and Sirloin Stockade, use
lights that appear to be neon tubing, but they are actually LED
bulbs covered with colored plastic. Others, like J. Edwards
restaurant, use exposed bulbs to
outline buildings, and would be
in violation of the interpretation.
Brandon Auto World and
Applebee's are among the businesses who use the additional
lighting as an extension of their
sign.
"I see all of this as an exten-

sion of signs in some way,
BZA member George Stockton
said.
Dowdy and Perry also talked
about the possibility of incorporating the additional lighting as
part of the specific business'
allowed square footage of signage based on the size of the
building.
For now, the interpretation
gives planning officials more
foundation when talking about
signs and lighting with business
owners. Perry used the lights at
Sonic as an example. That
restaurant has a clear covering
for safety yet still shows off the
neon-like look.
"Now we know because they
voted 5-1 it was for safety reasons," Perry said about the inter
pretation in an interview this
morning. "It gives us something
to stand on. If people want to do
what Sonic does, they can."

•ASAP ...
From Front
er to prevent and reduce drug,
alcohol, and tobacco abuse
among youth.
Dottie Kraemer, project
director of Calloway's ASAP
program, said this morning that
the funds are official confirmation that those involved in the
local effort are getting the job
done.
"Oh, it's incredible! It's really an honor to get it because not
a lot of counties are approved
for it." Kraemer said. "You really have to show that you're making a difference in fighting drug
abuse in your community."
She said the allocation is also
a promise of more dollars to
come.
"We are now assured of
another two years of grants
because we have been awarded
this one." Kraemer added. "It's a
wonderful grant... just fantastic."
Coalitions like ASAP are
comprised of diverse groups of
people, including community
leaders, parents, youth. teachers,
religious and fraternal organizations, health care and business
professionals, law enforcement,
and the media.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Boos told "no" by others? Give Ns a call or come by our'Mal
• We have programs that Mara us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or rellaaisco.
• Call or cow by today tor year boo pro-approcail

200 Poplar St. • Murray. KY
or Toll Free 888-246-4093
270-753-7665
Phone
Looking for a better price on auto insurance?

Seek Shelter
Immediately.

Policelogs
Murray Police Department
• A guitar was reported stolen from the Calloway County Public
Library at 3.56 p.m. Tuesday.
• Threats were reported at 6:19 p.m. Tuesday at 1601 Sunset
Blvd.
• Extra patrol was requested Wednesday afternoon after thefts
occurred at Kendall's Used Cars at 203 S. Cherry St.
• A bicycle was reported stolen from 1102 Olive St. at 3:52 p.m
Wednesday
• Nicole Dick, 21, of Dexter, was arrested Wednesday for possession of marijuana, possession of a controlled substance and possession of drug paraphernalia.
• Extra patrol was requested for the Parker Ford back parking lot
because unknown individuals were reported stealing gas from
used and new vehicles.
• Sara E. Woodard, 20, of Camden. Tenn was arrested for theft
by unlawful taking less than $300.
Murray State University Police Department
• A wallet was reported stolen at Wilson Hall at 1:58 a.m
Tuesday. An officer took the information and turned the case over
to the MPD.
• A purse was stolen from the Fast Tracks parking lot at 1207
p.m. Tuesday. The case is under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

MSU ICC to offer
workshop on
federal funding

Murray State University's
"The ICC works with anyone
Innovation
and that has less than 150 employCommercialization
Center ees, which could be a company
(ICC) will offer business devel- doing expansion or looking to
opers in western Kentucky and market new products that they
surrounding areas advice on have developed," Daniel said.
how to get their share of funds Other potential clients might
being pumped into the federal include software developers,
grant arena at a special one-day university professors doing
workshop next Thursday at the research that they want to comRegional Special Events Center. mercialize or a single individual
The ICC, along with MSU's with an idea that they need help
Small Business Development in nurturing and making it grow.
Center, The Innovation and Help is available to patent ideas
Small Business Center of and then market the product.
Paducah and the NASA
Daniel, who was also recentSoutheast Regional Technology ly appointed to the Kentucky
Transfer Center are sponsoring Commission on Small Business
the 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. workshop Advocacy, says innovative comfor anyone interested in obtain- panies will find that there is a lot
ing information about Federal of grant money available, but
funding for their research and the process is extensive and the
development projects or applied field is very competitive.
"Kentucky (businesses) have
research, which may have comreceived some in the past, but
mercial potential.
The workshop will focus on we are hoping to increase that,"
preparation to submit proposals she said. There are currently
for SBIR/STTR federal grant three phases involved in the prorequests or contract offerings. posal process aspb-Atoraiaisk4 is
SBIR refers to Small Business one of only a few states that has
Innovation Research grants and taken the initiative of adding a
STTR relates to Small Business fourth phase. Phase-0 is a state
Technology Transfer programs. fund that provides money to
These programs are designed by help clients prepare to submit
the Federal government to stim- their federal applications.
Although facing some skeptiulate technological innovation
and provide opportunities for cism at first. Daniel says people
small business. SBIR program in this area have really exceeded
solicitations are issued by 11 all expectations of stimulating
Federal agencies that include the technology innovation. "There
Protection are lots of people with bright
Environmental
Agency, NASA and the National ideas, but they never had a place
Science Foundation as well as to go to for help."
According to Daniel, the
the U.S. departments of defense.
activity created by small busienergy and homeland security.
Jim and Gail Greenwood of nesses to take existing technoloGreenwood Consulting Group, gy in a new direction by making
experts in the SBIR network it different or better in some way
since the program's inception, led the federal government to set
will be conducting the workshop aside several billion dollars for
212 East Main St • 75.3-1586
on Murray's campus. They have this program earmarked for
led similar workshops in 41 small business research and
states, teaching thousands of development.
"Small businesses create 14
people how to write competitive
technical and cost proposals for times more patents than large
SBIR funding and making firms patenting firms and are a very
aware of SBIR and its opportu- important part of technological
innovation in this country."
nities.
For Kentucky businesses,
Presenting at SBIR/STTR
conferences across the nation, there is a $95 per person fee to
the Greenwoods are also nation- attend the SBIR/STTR workally recognized for their work in shop. The fee is $195 per person
EMIE.31110111rn1
small business incubators, hav- for businesses located outside of
NATI•NWINE ClEARANCE EVENT
ing developed and managed one Kentucky. This includes all
of the first incubators in the presentation materials, continental breakfast, lunch and refreshsouthwestern United States.
Loretta Daniel, manager of ments during breaks.
Registration will be accepted
the Innovation and Small
to
Go
Friday.
Business Center of Paducah, through
says the ICC facility at Murray http://ksef.kstc.com to register
is part of Kentucky's new econ- online. Assistance or additional
omy programs and is there to information can also be obtained
Stock =55467217
help the Commonwealth create by sending an e-mail to
new companies that will in turn vcarothers@kstc.com, or concreate jobs and economic devel- tacting Patrick Powell, ICC
director, at (270) 762-7083, or
opment for this area.
The emphasis is on helping patrick.powell@murraystate.ed
establish companies that are u.
Murray State's Innovation
knowledge-based and offer
OPTION #2
OPTION #1
something new and innovative. and Commercialization Center
In highest demand are those that is organized under the universiFINANCE
PURCHASE
are oriented toward technology ty's Regional Business Center
...$243-965
MSRP
-S2.079045"
MSRP
and have the potential to become and is also associated with the
18.900
Sale
18,900
Sale
a high-growth company and cre- Regional Center for Emerging
Factory Rebate 2.000
Technology, Inc.
ate lots of jobs.
-200A
Commercial

of Calloway
Members
County 's ASAP include Sheriff
Larry Roberts, Murray Police
Chief Ken Claud, Jailer Phil
Haile, school officials from
both Calloway County and the
Murray Independent school districts, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health Clinic, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Purchase
District Health Department and
personnel from other medical
departments. local business and
industry leaders, civic organizations and churches, Murray and
Calloway County government,
Murray State University, representatives of the,county court
syStem, non-profit organizations
such as Big Brothers Big Sisters.
and other volunteers.
"As a nation, we have made
significant progress in protecting our young people from the
dangers of substance abuse, with
a 17 percent reduction in drug
use over the last three years,"
said John Walters. director of
National Drug Control .Policy
and President Bush's "Drug
Czar" in a release. -This grant
will help the dedicated citizens
contribute even more to this
effort and will help build on the
important progress being made
to keep our children healthy and

drug-free!'
The Drug-Free Communities
Program provides grants of up to
$500,000 over five years to
community organizations that
serve as catalysts for citizen participation in local drug prevention efforts. The 176 new
grantees were selected from 411
applicants through a competitive
peer review process. To qualify
for matching grants, all
awardees must have at least a
six-month history of working
together on substance abuse
reduction initiatives, develop a
long-term plan to reduce substance abuse, and participate in a
national evaluation.
Created under the Drug-Free
Communities Act of 1997, the
program has earned strong
from
support
bipartisan
Congress, according to the
release. In December 2001.
Congress passed and the president signed into law a five-year
extension of the Drug-Free
Communities Act. authorizing
$399 million in funds through
2007.
For more information about
Calloway County's ASAP pro-'
gram, contact Kraemer at the
Family
County
Calloway
Resource Center at 762-7333.
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Suit filed over transfer

Helping
Replenish
Supplies
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
photo

Hopper, foreBecky
ground, and several
Murray . State
other
University
students
donate blood during a
drive Wednesday at the
Curris Center. The event
was sponsored by the
Government
Student
Association and West
Regional
Kentucky
Blood Center personnel.
The drive is intended to
restock local supplies
by
drained
partially
assistance offered to
Gulf Coast storm victims.

•Rita ...
From Front

Monster storm

patients in the New Orleans area
drowned in Katrina's floodwaters or died in the stifling heat
while waiting to be rescued.
Galveston was already a virtual ghost town. The city's lone
hospital was evacuated along
with residents of a six-story
retirement home.
The coastal city of 58,000 on
an island 8 feet above sea level
was nearly wiped off the map in
1900 when an unnamed hurricane killed between 6,000 and
12,000. It remains the nation's
worst natural disaster.
City Manager Steve LeBlanc
said the storm surge could reach
50 feet. Galveston is protected
by a seawall that is only 17 feet
tall.
"Not a good picture for us,"
LeBlanc said.
In Houston, the state's largest
city and home to the highest
Katrina
of
concentration
refugees, geography makes
evacuation particularly tricky.
While many hurricane-prone
cities are sight on the coast.
HoustiiO Mildfl inland,so a
coastal suburban area of 2 million people must evacuate
through a metropolitan area of 4
million people where the free-

Rita is a catastrophic catagory
5 storm with slight weakening
anticipated Thursday.
Hurricane watch
Tropical storm
warring
1 a.m.„
Sun.

LA

MISS ALA
New

Houston,'
Corpus
Christi

SOURCES NOAA: Weather
Underground, ESRI

AP

deserted bus stop just off
Interstate 610, waiting for a ride.
Galveston's mayor said buses
used to take people and their
pets off the island were running
in short supply Wednesday and
warned that stragglers could be
left to fend for themselves.
Meanwhile, the death toll
from Katrina passed the 1,000
mark Wednesday in five Gulf
Coast states. The body count in
Louisiana alone was put at nearly 800, most found in the receding floodwaters of New Orleans.
Crude oil prices rose again on
fears that Rita would destroy
key oil installations in Texas and
the gulf. Hundreds of workers
were evacuated from offshore
oil rigs. Texas, the heart of U.S.
crude production, accounts for

ways are often clogged under
the best of circumstances.
By late Wednesday, the
blinking taillights of motorists
headed north from Houston
could be seen from planes landing at Houston's William P.
Hobby Airport on the south side
of the city. All routes leading
north and west were jammed
with vehicles.
A family of three. two children in wheelchairs, and a tiredlooking woman in hospital
scrubs sat in a darkened and

25 percent of the nation's total
oil output.
Rita is the 17th named storm
of the Atlantic hurricane season,
making this the fourth-busiest
season since record-keeping
started in 1851. The record is 21
tropical storms in 1933. The
hurricane season is not over
until Nov. 30.
in
McDonald
Jennifer
Galveston planned to ride Rita
out. She and her husband have
enough food and water to last 10
days in their wooden house. If it
gets really bad, the couple will
take to the roof.
"If it goes, it goes," the 42year-old nurse said of the house.
"We're completely prepared."

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - for Bailey exercising his freeThe state Transportation Cabinet dom of speech in displaying a
and three current or former offi- yard sign for Democratic
cials are being sued over the Presidential candidate John
transfer of a state roads worker, Kerry.
who says his job was moved an
The Transportation Cabinet
hour away because he refused to had no response. "We haven't
seen it at this time so it would be
vote for a Republican.
Paul Bailey of Magoffin inappropriate to comment at this
County also contends in the fed- time," spokesman Doug Hogan
eral lawsuit that last year he was said.
The suit seeks $2 million
forced to perform work on the
personal property of Magoffin punitive damages from each of
Samuel
defendants:
County Judge-Executive Bill three
Beverage, former state highway
May, a Republican.
The attorney general's office engineer: Linda Wagner Justice,
is investigating the hiring prac- chief engineer of highway
tices of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's District 10 where Bailey works:
administration, and another civil and Billy Montgomery, adminislawsuit has also been filed trative manager for District 10,
against the state in connection which is based in Jackson.
with hiring practices. More than
Bailey said Montgomery's
a dozen other people have chal- father, a neighbor of his, told
lenged hiring decisions with the him last November to vote for
the Republican candidate for
state Personnel Board.
Bailey. a highway crew state representative. Bill B.
incumbent
against
superintendent, asks in his law- Bates,
suit filed Wednesday in U.S. Democratic Rep. Ancel Smith,
District Court in Lexington for who won the race.
Bailey refused. In his lawsuit.
lost overtime wages, as well as
$2 million in punitive damages he contends Billy Montgomer)
approached him after the elecfrom each defendant.
Ned tion and said, "It looks like you
Bailey's
attorney,
Pillersdorf, said the Fletcher would learn how to vote right."
Five days later, Montgomery
administration's actions violated
from
Bailey
Bailey's civil rights protected by transferred
federal law. He also said the Magoffin to Powell County, an
cabinet's actions were retaliation hour's drive west.
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Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sound
and security systems.

On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:

Over 100 years of
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• Surround Sound/Outdoor
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KOPPERUD REALTY
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE REALTY 3 YEARS IN A ROW.'
Bill Kopperud

Kathy Kopperud

Member
Multiple
Listing
Service

"For Real Service in Real Estate!" 1:13
_

111 Fr,

_
2020 Thurmond Rd. - $378,900

1314 St. Rt. Hwy.94 West - $329.900

1106 Main St. - $299,900

34 Acres - 3 Stall Horse Barn- 3006 Workshop

Gorgeous Home on 2.8 Acres

1809 Valley Dr. - $264,900

1243 Graham Rd. - $262,900

1050 Hopkins Rd. - $245,000

Beautiful Home on 25 Acres

10 Acres

Southwest Villa Estates

2110 Glenwood - $294,500

1804 Concord - $274,900

Crossfield S/D. New Swimming Pool

Southwest Villa Estates

409 N. 10th - $198,000

1550 Oxford - $179,900
Canterbury Subdivision
.
L,N‘

Jr.
Puryear, Tenn. - $164,900

1705 Holiday - $139,900

702 Poplar - $139,500

812 N. 20th - $134,900

Immaculate Home,- 3 Br., 3 Ba

1712 Plainview - $126,900
'',411111111"41r...4r:74,

10

1505 Johnson - $125,900

1716 Holiday Dr. - $119,900

Call...
753-1222
LOCAL FRIENDS

kei
kr,Isar linknon

Judy Johnston
I 20I

Amy Rohenon John Paul Nix
227-6205

218 S. 13th St. - 79,000

1659 Ryan Ave. - $79,500

Click...
www.murraykyrealestate.com
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FORUM
Trying to get
back in the game
Fifteen Democratic members line from the Hoyer document
of the House of Representatives indicates they may finally be
getting around to understanding
have produced a document and
their primary problem with the
a strategy they hope will connational security issue: "We
vince substantial numbers of
must use every tool at our disvoters who don't trust them on
posal - including military force
national security to begin trust- to capture, kill or disrupt
ing them again.
Led by Minority Whip Steny international terrorists who are
intent on attacking our homeHoyer of
land and our citizens, as well as
Maryland,
our interests in other parts of
"Ensuring
the world."
America's
What about the Iraq war,
Strength and
about which Democrats have
Security: A
been mostly critical since the
Democratic
Bush Administration deposed
National
Saddam Hussein? The Hoyer
Security
document says,"We must win
Strategy for
the war in Iraq, and will do
the 21st
what it takes to achieve victory
Century" is
Cal's
there." And to address present
an
attempt
Thoughts by at least
and future threats, the 15 House
By Cal Thomas
Democrats propose "an increase
some
Syndicated
. of 100,000 troops, along with
Democrats
Columnist
enhancements to recruiting and
to reclaim
retention."
this issue
from
Several proposals should
Republicans and return the
appeal to some voters beyond
Democratic Party to majority
the Democrat base. They
status.
include "adopting a risk-based
formula for disbursing homeHoyer, a liberal who voted
land security funding" and
for the Patriot Act, tells me that
"enacting a comprehensive borduring the presidency of Bill
der protection plan that preClinton. "We didn't do enough
vents terrorists from entering
to fight terrorism." But he
our country.''
praises Clinton for deposing
former Yugoslav President
Democrats have indicated
Slobodan Milosevic from his
they might make illegal immigenocidal power without many
gration a major issue in the next
American casualties (that was
two campaigns because they
because Clinton mostly
see the Bush Administration's
employed high-flying bombers
vulnerability on it. Whether
instead of ground troops). He
they will risk offending the
also calls the United Nations
Hispanic voter base they - and
"feckless."
Republicans - have tried to
attract by doing more to reduce
Hoyer adds. "We got it."
illegal immigration remains to
What did he get? "If we don't
he seen.
convince people we are capable
of defending the country, we'll
The statement also calls for a
never get to other issues."
"New Manhattan Project" to
speed up breakthroughs in
A Republican might conhydrogen fuel, composite mateclude this is merely a reposirioning of the party so it can get rials and nanotechnology to
back to its big-government, big- make automobiles lighter.
stronger and more fuel efficient.
spending ways on other things
If portrayed as a way to free
and maybe it is. But Democrats
ourselves from the clutches of
have not always been the party
of peace-at-any-price and never the oil-producing nations that
hate us, this issue could work
seeing a war or an idea for
well for Democrats.
fight.
would
which they
Possibly the least credible
Vietnam and President Lyndon
position is the document's
Johnson changed the party's
directiorton foreign policy, rad- assault on what it calls the "fiscal recklessness" of the Bush
ically jerking it leftward.
The late Sen. Henry "Scoop" Administration. While the
administration can be faulted
Jackson of Washington was a
leading congressional Democrat for not reining in the cost and
growth of big government.
known for putting his country
Democrats gain no political
and its best interests ahead of
partisan politics. While much of points on this issue since they
have long been the party of
the rest of his party embraced
more programs. more spending
liberalism during and after the
higher taxes.
and
negofavored
and
Vietnam War
Still, the Hoyer document is
tiation instead of confrontation
with the Soviet Union, Jackson
a good start for Democrats. If
clung to the belief that commu- they are serious, the devilish
nism is inherently evil and
details should follow. If they
should be opposed and ultiare really serious, they may
give Republicans something to
mately defeated by American
worry about in the 2006 conpower.
races and especially
gressional
be
yet
not
may
Democrats
horn again Jacksonians, but this in the 2008 presidential contest.
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uestions of Leadership
By ADAM NOSSITER
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS(AP) - Weeping and
cursing in frustration at one point, jauntily
announcing the city's comeback at another,
Ray Nagin has pursued an erratic course as
mayor of this woeful city over the past
three weeks.
Last week, for example, he announced
plans to quickly reopen much of New
Orleans without even consulting federal
officials. On Monday, he was forced to
backtrack as another storm approached the
Gulf Coast and President Bush and other
top officials warned he was rushing residents back too quickly.
Earlier this month, as New Orleans was
being swallowed by Hurricane Katrina's
floodwaters, Nagin said the death toll could
reach a startling 10,000. On Monday. the
Louisiana total stood at 736, and from what
search crews have seen so far, the number
of dead will probably not come close to
Nagin's projection.
This week, Nagin missed a meeting with
the top federal official in New Orleans
because of a late flight, and at one point
accused that official, Coast Guard Vice
Adm. Thad Allen, of trying to make himself
the federal mayor of New Orleans.
Altogether. some observers from outside
New Orleans say, Nagin's handling of the
crisis has created the perception of a leadership void in this city at precisely the time it
requires a steady hand.
"He hasn't demonstrated a clear vision
for what should be happening next in New
Orleans," said Melissa Harris Lacewell, a
political science professor with the
University of Chicago's Center for the
Study of Race. Politics and Culture. She
described him as a "kind of a passionate
character in this whole story," but added,
"He appears to have been pretty unprepared."
Others have said in Nagin's defense that
he is dealing with an enormous and
unprecedented crisis.
Asked Tuesday about criticism of his
leadership after the hurricane. the 49-yearold Nagin laughed.
"I won't even deal with that, man," he
told The Associated Press. "It's my style,
and I love it." He then walked away.

AP
Nagin. a former cable company executive who made a midlife switch to politics
four years ago, was known for blunt talk
well before Katrina hit.
He said things that had long gone unspoken, complaining that City Hall was rife
with favoritism, the school system was a
catastrophe and that upper middle-class
whites had abandoned many aspects of
civic life. His language was the New
Orleans vernacular, from the working-class
black neighborhoods Nagin was raised in.
His frank talk — and his status as an
outsider, with no political experience —
were initially welcomed in the city.
But his shoot-from-the-hip style has not
served him well in a crisis, and has resulted
in sometimes ill-informed or premature
public pronouncements.
His competence and his ability to work
the levers of political power have also been
called into question.
He was accused of inadequately protecting his city's poor and making sure they got
out safely. Evacuees at the Superdome and
the convention center furiously denounced
Nagin, holding him responsible for the mis-

erable conditions there.
Nagin, who is up for re-election early
next year, has periodically been absent from
the city over the past few weeks, flying
back and forth to Dallas, where he has rented a house for his family and enrolled his
daughter in school.
His mood has gone up and down with
New Orleans' fortunes.
With tens of thousands of people trapped
in the city and food and water running out
fast, the mayor erupted in tears during a
radio interview and angrily told the federal
government, "Get off your asses and let's
do something."
Two weeks later, he sketched out a
sunny future for the city: "I'm tired of hearing these helicopters. I want to hear some
jazz. You know, I know New Orleanians.
Once the beignets start cooking up again
and the gumbo is in the pots and red beans
and rice are served on Monday,in New
Orleans, and not where they are:they're
going be back."
After the 2001 terrorist attacks — the
last time a major U.S. city was brought to
its knees — New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani was celebrated for his steady leadership.
Nagin's defenders say Nagin's crisis is
far bigger than Giuliani's. He has nothing
approaching a functioning city. unlike New
York after the terrorist attacks. There are
almost no people here, no businesses, no
economy. And impoverished New Orleans,
under the best of circumstances, commands
a fraction of the resources of a New York.
He tried the best that he could, under
the circumstances," said Ivor Van Heerden,
director of Louisiana State University's
Center for the Study of Public Health
Impacts of Hurricanes.
He said that Nagin was concerned about
hurricane preparations soon after taking
office in 2002 and that it was "totally
unfair" to blame the mayor for the days of
crisis following the storm.
Nagin aide Sally Forman said of her
boss: "This mayor is a very bright and innovative thinker. He is analytical, while at the
same time being a risk-taker. I believe he
was the perfect person to handle the monumental task dealt to this city as a result of
Katrina."
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Obituaries
Glendon Cottrell
Glendon Cottrell, 79, Ky. 121 South, Murray, died Tuesday. Sept.
20, 2005, at 5:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired fireman for Inland Steel Company
in East Chicago, Ind., he was an Air Force veteran.
He was married May 22, 1944, to the former
Betty Coleman, who died June 2, 2002. He was
born July 25, 1926, in West Virginia.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs.
Sharon Kirk and husband, David, Murray, and Mrs. Glenda Knauff
and husband, John, Atlantic Beach, Ha.; three grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but service is scheduled.

Trains collide in Virginia,
injuries to workers reported

Locals get
open
meetings
notice

Sease said some fuel may
NEWSOMS, Va. (AP) - A "They range from serious to
spilled from the locomohave
60
minor."
hauling
CSX freight train
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) tives.
Sease said the cause of the
cars of rock collided with anothMore than 1,000 public offiState police said some of the
er train hauling '21 cars early collision was under investigacials across the state are getwrecked cars were burning.
ting notice and information
Thursday, injuring six rail work- tion
about their duties under the
The rock was being taken to
The train loaded with 7,800
ers and leaving 16 cars derailed,
Kentucky Open .Records and
in
construcuse
for
Portsmouth
cars
60
was
of
hauling
rock
tons
comparail
the
a spokesman for
Open Meetings laws this
behind two engines, while the tion materials and road building,
ny said.
week.
The notice and educationThe trains collided at approx- empty train was hauling 31 cars, Sease said.
Tiffany Elliot of the Virginia
al effort is required under
imately 3:30 a.m. on a rail line also behind two engines. Their
legislation approved in the
used to deliver rock from a quar- speed at collision is not known, Department of Transportation
2005 General Assembly,
occurred
collision
the
train
said
said.
Sease
to
Emporia
ry outside of
sponsored by Rep. Derrick
to
The locomotives hauling the on a rail line that runs parallel
Portsmouth, CSX spokesman
Graham, D-Frankfort.
"Our goal is to promote
Gilbert Neal Walters
Gary Sease said from the com- empty cars stayed on the track. state Route 671 and was blockcompliance with the Open
in Sease said. The lead engine on ing at least two roads.
headquarters
Gilbert Neal Walters, 90, Ky. 348 West, Symsonia, died pany's
Meetings and Open Records
The National Transportation
the train hauling rock flipped on
Wednesday, Sept. 21, 2005, at 3:45 a.m. at the Symsonia home of his Jacksonville, Ha.
statutes by educating public
alerted
was
being
Board
Safety
unit
the
second
with
its
side,
read
good
a
"We don't have
daughter.
officials of their duties under
to investigate the crash.
these laws," said Attorney
A carpenter, he was a member of New Union on the injuries," Sease said. landing on top of it, he said.
General Greg Stumbo, whose
Missionary Baptist Church.
is charged with overoffice
Preceding him in death were his wife, Marie
seeing the education and
Burkhart Walters, one son, Will Ed Walters, one
some of the enforcement
efforts of the laws.
sister and two brothers. He was the son of the
The information is being
Murray-Calloway County
late Will Walters and Linnie Riley Walters.
sent to all county judge-execan
donated
recently
Hospital
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty
utives, mayors, school superautomated external defibrillator
intendents and university
Wilkerson, Farmington, and Mrs. Paulette Cox,
(AED) to Camp Woodmen of
presidents, who are required
Symsonia; one son, Tommy Walters, Benton; the World, the emergency shelto distribute the information
Walters
one sister, Mrs. Cordy Oatsvall, Central City; ter for Hurricane Katrina evacto other officials who serve
their respective agencies.
half brother, Donnie Walters, Hickman; 13 uees. The AED was provided to
Officials must also certify
grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren; several great-great-grand- MCCH by a grant and is part of
they got the information.
Community
Safe
Heart
the
children.
The attorney general disMurray-Calloway
A graveside service will be Friday at I p.m. at the Oak Level Project at
tributed information regardCounty Hospital.
ing proper records manageCemetery, Benton. Bro. Ronnie Cunningham will officiate.
Camp W.O.W. did not have
ment.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. an AED on site, and with the
today (Thursday).
influx of temporary residents.
administrators of the camp felt it
Mrs. Florence Louise Allan
was very needed and asked that
A graveside service for Mrs. Florence Louise Allan was today one be donated. Thanks to a
(Thursday) at 10 a.m. at the Hicks Cemetery. Bro. Paul Hoggard grant, MCCH donated an AED
can be
Ask Us Abot,
officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrange- to the camp, one that
used on adults and children.
ments.
"We are so appreciative of
Mrs. Allan, 85, Utterback Road, Murray, died Monday. Sept. 19, the gift," said Colleen Anderson,
Photo provtclea
Service
Ambulance
2005, at 12:06 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
of
Director
Gorrell,
Jerry
is
Pictured
Camp W.O.W. Site Coordinator.
A retired nurse, she had worked at the Rancho Los Amigos "We hope it never has to be at MCCH, demonstrating the use of the AED to Camp
Hospital in southern California and was a member of Christ Family used, but are proud to have it in W.O.W. volunteers.
case we need it. We thank
Worship Center, Puryear, Tenn.
vides life-saving equipment Anderson as well as Lil
Born July 13, 1920, in Julesburg, Colo., she was the daughter of MCCH for everything the
used for re-establishing heart Courtney having training on the
organization has done."
Ii
the late William A. Krutz and Mary Porrath Krutz.
rhythms in cardiac arrest victims equipment.
AED,
the
donating
Besides
to have
plans
W.O.W.
Survivors include one son, James (CJ.) Allan IV and wife,
Camp
Calloway
in
locations
key
to
MCCH employees and medical
Robin. Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Marie Shipley and Mrs. staff with the addition of a County including churches, additional training in the next
Ruth Pergerine Miller, both of Albany. Ore.; one brother, Wilber match by the organization col- schools, health clubs, golf few weeks for other volunteers
in helping maintain
Krutz, Hood River, Ore.; five grandchildren, James Edward Allan V, lected $14,935.12, which was courses, business and industry, interested
the AED.
work,
live,
people
wherever
or
and
Walsh
the
Kay
for
Joy
Allan,
W.O.W.
Camp
Yvonne
to
Jeanette
donated
Julie LaVonne Allan,
To learn more about training
and play.
Jzena Leeann Allan; three great-grandchildren, Amanda. Robert and Hurricane Katrina evacuees
to the Heart Safe
contributing
or
Community
Safe
Heart
The
larStd HAW.t. & OP.LSfl4lhTt5
sheltered at the facility.
Michael Evans.
May Conimupity Pnirie03fppjact
Over the past few weeks, Project, which began in
of
Ito:vector
Jerry Gorrell,
112 NTH 127H ST •Sti;TE C
approximately 116 evacuees 2002, has purchased over 40
MURRAY KY 420.71
at 270-762Mrs. Ida EveIna McDougal
temporary shelter AEDs for use in the county, pro- Ambulance Service
received
have
Call
for info: 762.1030
at
Friday
be
1750.
will
of
McDougal
training
EveIna
appropriate
The funeral for Mrs. Ida
at Camp W.O.W. Currently, viding
Home.
Funeral
York
&
volunteers.
man
Blalock-Cole
of
chapel
the
in
with
a.m.
on-site
10:30
there are 96 people
All sites receiving an AED
The Rev. Jeffery Elliott will officiate. Oneida White will be pianist more due to leave rin the next
have a minimum of three rbo.s Your Computer Need A Check Up?
must
that
anticipated
is
It
days.
few
and soloist.
trained volunteers to acquire or
Pallbearers will be Lance Hooks, Joe B. Dill, Grant King, Alex more will be coming in the next
Camp
maintain an AED.
Barrett, Robert Barrett and Preston Barrett. Burial will follow in the few weeks.
requirement
this
meets
W.O.W.
SERVICES OFFERED
The Heart Safe Community
I'M SOCK
Murray Memorial Gardens.
and Colleen
Mark
pro- with
which
program
-General Maintenana
a
is
Project
Calk
•Floase
today
p.m.
4:30
after
home
funeral
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COMMUNITY
BirthAnnouncements

Need Line helps 620
families during August

Engagement

Adelaide Elizabeth English
Ben And Alyson English are
the parents of a daughter, Adelaide Elizabeth English, born
on Friday, Aug. 19. 2005. at
Hospital, Baton
Woman's
Rouge, La.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
9 1/2 ounces and measured 19
3/4 inches. The mother is the
former Alyson McNutt. A brother as Will English.
Grandparents are Ron and
Debby McNutt of Murray and
Bob and Mary English of
Clarksville, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Ann
Jackson of Paducah and Evelyn English of Cape Girardeau,
Mo.

Murray-('alloway County Nerd Line had
applications for help for 620 families dun.
ing the month of August, according to
Tonia Casey, executive director.
Requests were 531 for food, 66 for utilities, 19 for rent 22 for medical and 339
for hygiene and cleaning.
Reasons for help were seven for homeless, one for transient, 88 for unemployed,
514 for inadequate income and 10 for
money management.
Jo's
Special needs for the pantry include
Datebook spinach, dried beans, mac and cheese,
By Jo Burkeen peanut butter, oatmeal or dry cereal, rice
Community
and instant mashed potatoes for food; bath
Editor
tissue, shampoo, dish liquid and bleach for
personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; eggs and bread for
cooler/freezer; large brown paper bags and zip/lock type
bags to separate items.
These items may be taken to the Need Line office on
the first floor of W'eaks Community Center during the hours
of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

Adelaide E. English

Faith Noelle Tarnowski
Mr. and Mrs. David Tarnowski of Aurora are the parents of
a daughter, Faith NoeIle Tarnowski, born on Tuesday. Sept. 20,
2005, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 6 ounces and measured 21 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Jaymi Williams.
Grandparents are the late John and Patt Williams and the
late Ed and Irene Tarnowski, all of Lake Station. Ind.

Blood drive is today at Kroger

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
a blood drive today from 12:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Kroger, 808'
North 12th St., Murray.

Benefit dinner planned Saturday

Scott named national president
A local woman has been
named national president of
the AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary. At the 59th annual national convention in Kansas City,
Mo., held August 13-21, Bonnie Scott was elected to the
position of national president
of AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary
for the year 2005-2006. She
will be traveling throughout
the United States visiting
departments and local auxiliaries. She will represent
AMVETS National Ladies auxiliary at functions with other
organizations. AMVETS Ladies
Auxiliary members open their
hearts and lives to the many
programs sponsored by the
National Ladies Auxiliary and
Bonnie Scott
AMVETS. Thus, she has cho- "Scotty" saw duty in the Koresen Open hearts — open doors an Conflict while serving in
as her theme for the year.
the U.S. Navy.
Scott is a native of Illinois
She joined AMVETS Ladies
but, due to her husband's career, Auxiliary in 1986 at Post 45.
she has also lived in Califor- Buchanan. Tenn. and became
nia and Kentucky before retir- involved in its programs. She
ing in the Paris Landing area
of Tennessee. Her husband •See Page 7A

4otriGirlD•etto.
PERSONALMIID PRINT1M0
Will he open on Saturday's starting October 1st
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For all your Personalized Printing on Caps, Shirts,
Cups, Jewelry and other great gift products.
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Grimmett and Gardner
Dr. David and Geri Outland Grimmen of Clarksville, Tenn.,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Megan Candace
Grimmett, to Daniel Nelson Gardner. son of Nelson and Trudy
Gardner of Springfield. Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Geneva Outland and the late James Palmer Outland of Cunningham, Tenn.,
and of the late D.R. and Mary Catherine Grimmett of Dunbar,
W.Va.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lucy Lilly and the
late George Truett Lilly of Murray, Ky., and of the late Drury
Carl and Louise Gillespie Gardner of Williamsport, Tenn.
Miss Grimmett, a graduate of North East High School,
received her bachelor's degree in nursing from Austin Peay
State University, Clarksville. She is employed by Vanderbilt
University Center.
Mr. Gardner, a graduate of Davidson Academy, Nashville,
Tenn., received his bachelor's degree in ag-business at Austin
Peay State University. He is the owner of Gardner Landscapes.
The wedding will he Saturday, Nov. 12. 2005, at 5:30 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church, Clarksville. All relatives and
friends are invited.
After a wedding trip to a surprise destination, the couple
will reside in Pleasant View. Tenn.

Centers participating
in Care Food Program

A benefit dinner for Robert Tabers will be Saturday at the
West Fork Baptist Church Family Life Center on Ky. Hwy.
121 North near Stella. The dinner will begin at 6 p.m. Both
German and American food will be served at no charge. but
donations will be accepted for Mr. Tabers. For more information call 753-1519.

Concert planned at Youth Center

Main Street Youth Center, 513 South Fourth St., across frobi
Myers Lumber, will present Club Rocks' in concert on Sadie.
day from 2 to 6 p.m. Festivities will include games, concr4sions, free concert, competitive activities and free give-a-waira.
Gifts will be accepted for the evacuees at Camp W.O.W.

Fundraiser planned at Birdsong Resort
A fish fry of smoked fish or fried fish will be served with
slaw, French fries and hush puppies on Saturday from rimy.
6 p.m. in conjunction with the Bass Pro Shop's Big Cat Qusit
Championship being held at Birdsong Resort, Marina and Camp":
ground, Camden. Tenn. The event is open to the public apil
plates are $6 each with all proceeds benefiting the Shrintat;
Children's Hospital. Entertainment during the day will be by
The Steve Cochran Band. Each one should bring a lawn chats.,
For more information call 1-731-584-7880 or visit www.Blid
songResort.com and/or www.KenFreemanOutdoorPromotions.co*
tiV

Special fundraiser on Saturday

A crop at Remember When.. Scrapbook Supplies will he
held Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Proceeds will be donated to Camp Woodmen of the World. Reservations must
made in advance by calling 753-6889 or stop at Remembei
When at 702 North 12th St., Murray. The fee will be $20 with
the entire amount donated to Camp W.O.W. There will be no
goody bags, but there will be plenty of prizes and drawings....
There will also be a silent auction of completed scrapbook
projects and items donated from scrapbook companies. The
auction started Monday and will close at 6 p.m. on Saturday:
Persons do not have to be present to win, but bids will be
accepted until 6 p.m.

Development Center at 109
South 15th St., and Wee Care
Too at 701 South Fourth St.,
all in Murray.
Meals will be served at no
separate charge to enrolled participants at the centrer and are
provided without regard to race.
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) will have its anntial
color, national origin, sex, age meeting at Dupont Lodge at Cumberland Falls State Park oh
or disability. If you believe Friday and Saturday. This is open to all members, families and
you or any individual has been friends. A former CCC camp was located in the area south of
•
•
•
•
discriminated against in the Sycamore Street, Murray. For information call 1 -606-S28-9365.
•
•
program, write to the secre• Our Registered
tary of Agriculture, Wasington,
•
•
D.C. 20250.
Bridal Couples:
Ladies Auxiliary of AMVETS #45 will sponsor a rummage
Participants eligible for free
at the post home on Highway 79 North, near Paris Landsale
msut
meals
Beth (Lewis) Miller • and/or reduced price
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from
have a complete application ing, Tenn., on Friday from 9
& Mark Miller
benefit three auxiliary service,
will
Proceeds
p.m.
I
a.m.
to
9
eligiof
with documentation
service and scholarship
community
welfare,
Child
programs:
bility information which may
Sarah Johnson
Kor
stamp
food
a
include
& Jameson Wade •• TAP case number, or names
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Long Term Care Unit win
of household members and
Maggie Snyder
have a rebate day at Captain D's on Sunay. Proceeds will g9
income information.
•
For more information call to future activities of the long term care residents. Customers
•
& Joe Laird
one of the child care centers are asked to tell the cashier to put the receipts toward Long
•
Term Care.
listed.
Dava Winebarger
Four local child care centers have announced participation in the USDA Child and
Adult Care Food Program
administered by the Kentucky
Department of Education.
They are Apple Tree School
at 1503 Stadium View Dr.,
First Step Learning Center. 814
Coldwater Rd., Wee Care Child

CCC annual event scheduled

Ladies Auxiliary plans event

mum-,

Sales Manager
•Camaies Serving F amities-

1 8 1/2 Years

Experience
Come See
Steve Connell
For All Your
Automotive
Needs!

Long Term Care Unit plans promotion

& Micah Miller

•

•

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones
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Mary Kay Howard
& Brandt Bowden
Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd
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GIFT TIME
CHOOSE YOUR SHADES

Your free gift
The look of the season, yours with any Estee
Lauder purchase of 24 50 or more Worth 65.00,
this incredible collection includes a choice of
shades for
New Tender Blush

Pure Color Long Lasting Lipstick (full-size)
_

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

•

Plus
MagnaScopic

maximum

volume Mascara

•
•
•

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan

Future Perfect Antt-Wnnkle Radiance Creme
SPF 15
Deluxe Powder Brush

rr
ErA
lOP
i

•

Katie Alcott &
Michael Wright

Deluxe Herringbone Tote
Coordinating Brush Case

Katie Stout
& Kory Cunningham

MOTOR COMPANY

on

Vin (loge Rose
r

270-472-2466

•

Bridal Registry &r ifts
Ealcom

Hwy. 307(Exit 2 off Purchase Parkway)
FULTON. KY

•
•
•

University Square • 1201 SC
12701 755-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5.
Setairdayle-2

•

•

•

•

good while supping 1•61 Clungige• blend
On• to•cuolwaror plow

MAXIMIZE YOUR GIFT
Stop by the Estee Lauder Counter for a tree expert
consultation — learn how to wear the personalize
shades in your gift. discover the latest skincare an&
makeup must-haves and more

lt3 Naze
305-C S. 1291 St. • Murray • 753-5678

Genealogical Society plans events
The Calloway County Genet
ological Society met at Ryan's
Steak House on September 10.
Several new members were welcomed. Programs for the new
year were discussed.
Calloway County Public
Library Annex meeting room
Will be available for the society's meetings on the second
Saturday of each month at 11:30
a.m.
• A report was given by Ruth
Cole and Ernie Bailey on the
conservation of the cemetery
on the Mason-Miller property.
'• Members were reminded that
dues for the next year are
being collected.
. New officers elected were
Barbara H. Moore, president;
Ruth Cole, vice president;
Shirley Brown, secretary, and
Susan O'Neill, treasurer. These
officers will assume duties in
• tober.
Linda Clark and Barbara
:motherman will serve as a tele,hone committee.
President Cole gave thanks
to all the members who have
served so faithfully to the
Geneological Society through
the past years.
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Kristin McNutt

all offices on the
local level including two terms
as president. She then moved
on to the Department of Tenas
beginning
nessee,
Sgt/at/arms. then on to two
terms as department president
and two terms as Tennessee's
National Executive Committee
(NEC) woman. She served as
chairman of the Council of
NEC.
On the national level Scott
served on various committees
before becoming national chaplain then scholarship officer,
3rd vice president, 2nd vice
president and 1st vice president.
In her community she was
involved in helping to build a
new fire house for the volunteer fire department, the get
out to vote project plus others.
Scott has a daughter Georgia who lives in North Carolina, three grand children and
two great-granddaughters.
held most

Photo provided

Photo provided

New officers elected for the Calloway County
Genealogical Society were, from left, Shirley Brown,
Barbara Moore, Susan O'Neill and Ruth Cole.

Nancy Buchanan, left, and Colleen Anderson of
Woodmen of the World, spoke about the Hurricane
Katrina Evacuees located at Camp W.O.W. in Murray at
a meeting of the Kiwanis Club of Murray held at
Holmes Family Restuarant on Thursday. They said 95
evacuees are located at the camp and expressed
appreciation to all the volunteers. Persons wishing to
volunteer may log onto their website: www.campwowevacuees.org or call 753-2319 to register by telephone.

Local girls selected as finalists
Two local girls have been
selected as finalists in the PreTeen Kentucky Scholarship and
Recognition Program to be held
Sept. 30-Oct. 2 at the Holiday

•Scott ...

Club Hears Speakers

Inn Hurstbourne in Louisville.
They are Kristin McNutt,
daughter of Greg and Kathy
McNutt and Hailey Brooke Harrison, daughter of Rick and
Lisa Harrison, all of Murray.
Pre-Teen Kentucky is a byinvitation only Scholarship and
Recognition event involving

young ladies 7 to 12 years of
age based on their school academic records, awards and honors won and/or their participation in outside activities.
State finalists will be evaluated on academic achievement,
volunteer service to community, school honors and activi-

SUBSCRIBr

The

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses

ties, development of personal
skills and abilities, general
knowledgeability, communicative ability and on-stage
acknowledgment of accomplishments.
Pre-Teen will award more
than $5,000 in educational
bonds, prizes and awards.

Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration_
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.
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Take an Additional 15% Off or 15 Months\
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Halley Harrison

Smith
honored at
tournament
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. -Joel Smith of Murray placed
third in dramatic interpretation
at the Purdue University "Boilermaker Invitational" held at
West Lafayette.Ind.
Smith was one of the contestants, on the Western Kentucky University's Forensic
Team. He is a sophomore at
Western.
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The students of Jackiellill
recently presented a recital
Baptist
Westside
at
Church. Performers *re,
not In order, Taylor Eng#$h,
Michael Chadwick, A
Stringer, Mikayla Gr
LAI
Potts,
Danielle
Wynstra, Rachel Woo*n,
Whitney Carver, Syctiley
Carver, Alex Mehr, Mr,
Damp)
Manning, Allie
Austin Chapman, Chef,
Hill, Chandler Purd0
Tatum Dale, Kara Taylo
Shepp, Hania
Emily
Wynstra, Sarah Woofe
Morga
Butler,
Taylor
Stringer, Ian Homes, Log
English, Kelsey Danie
Janene Johnston, Dev
Saxton, Hannah Jaco and
Tia Milgate

Johnson Theatre
season Sept. 29
Neil Simon comes to Murray
on Sept. 29 The newly renovated Robert E. Johnson Theatre
ss ill play host to one of Neil
shows.
funniest
Simon's
"Rumors."
"Oh. I shot myself in the
head...but it's just a flesh
wound!" sums up the content of
the show.
"This show will appeal to
eseryone. The dialogue is witty
and the physical comedy is
hilarious." said director Lissa
Graham-Schneider. "This is an
incredibly well-written show,
hut not one of Simon's most
well-known plays. That's too
had. because it is one of his
best."
"The sets and costumes are
gorgeous." she added. The
scenery. designed and built by

The Messenger
UNION CITY, Tenn. —
Entertainment is coming to
town. On a grand scale.
Concert
Community
Union
of
Association
City/Obion County is once
again making available productions that are guaranteed to
delight music lovers — no matter what era, tempo or genre
they prefer.
The season kicks eff Oct. 1
with "The Impossible Dream"
concert featuring Jack Jones.
Winner of two Gnunmy Awards.
Jones also has his own star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
"The President's Own"
United Stares Marine Band will
perform Nov. 15. Community
concert season ticket holders
will he granted free admittance
bur must request free tickets that
will be issued on a first-come.
first-served basis for this program.
Pianist Jim Witter's Jan. 28
concert will pay tribute to "The
Piano Men" and perform hits
from Billy Joel and Elton John.
Steve
musician
Local

Brent Menchinger, is a typical
"dining room comedy" set. The
scenery includes various doors
that will be opened and closed
many times as people chase one
another and look to find the right
mate at the right time.
Costumes, designed by Maura
Cravey, are sure to please as
well. Drawing from a contemporary formal look, the men will
look suave and the ladies, beautiful.
The show opens at 7pm in the
Johnson Theatre on the MSU
campus, and runs through Oct.r
2.
Reservations, additional
information and tickets may be
ordered by calling 270-7624421. Season tickets are still
available at a reduced rate as
well.

AT BRANDON'S IN MURRAY
FIND OUT WHAT THOUSANDS ALREADY KNOW!!

GM EMPLOYEE PRICING
AVAILABLE ON ALL
NEW 2005
CADILLACS, PONTIACS
Arateble On At New Cacifitec, Pontiac or Buick Porches**.
Based On 12.000 Miles Per Veer 0 20 MPG keerege With Gas $2.99 Per Gallon,
With A oved Credit! Excludes Advertised Vehicies.

& BUICKS

Cothran will direct the Reelfoot
Jazz Orchestra for a special performance March 4, and it will be
a salute to the "World's Greatest
Generation" on April 1 when the
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra pays
tribute to the Benny Goodman
Orchestra. Terry Myer will be
the special guest.
All performances will begin
at 7:30 p.m. at the Civic
Auditorium on South Miles
Avenue and High School Drive
in Union City.
Entrance to Community
Concert attractions is afforded
memberships.
through
Admittance to reciprocal performances in Murray and
Dyersburg are also part of the
package.
To purchase memberships or
become patrons. contact Julius
and Ellise Falkoffs at 731-8859 I 82 or send checks to
Concert
Community
Association, P.O. Box 894,
Union City, Tenn., 38281, and
self-addressed,
a
include
stamped envelope, plus a phone
number, including the area code.
and an e-mail address.
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2004 Chryaker Sebring LX..

$199

A featured artists' exhibit will be held oct. 4-28 at the Murray Art
Guild, with a reception planned for Oct. 9.
The reception will be from 2-4 p.m. and will feature functional
and sculptural wood art by Brian Warner and weavings by Chuck
Ehrsam.
The reception and exhibit will be at the Murray Art Guild. 103 N.
6th St. The guild is open Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday from In
a.m.-3 p.m. Call 753-4059 for more information.
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Marquis makes playoff pitch
CINCINNATI(AP) — Jason Marquis made another
solid pitch to join the St. Louis Cardinals' playoff rotation.
The resurgent right-hander threw seven solid
innings, add homers by David Eckstein and So Taguchi
powered the St. Louis Cardinals to their 96th victory
Wednesday night, 5-1 over the Cincinnati Reds.
The Cardinals clinched the NL Central title over the
weekend, giving themselves two weeks to get ready for
the playoffs and another shot at the World Series. They
were swept by Boston last October.
The Cardinals are trying for their first back-to-back
100-victory seasons since they had three straight in
1942-44. While they count down to 100, manager Tony
La Russa is trying to figure out which starters will stay
in a condensed playoff rotation.
"I feel I could help this team in that role," Marquis
said. "If not, so be it."
Marquis (13-14) has earned consideration with his
late-season upturn. He lost seven consecutive starts
AP
Cardinals' shortstop David Eckstein jumps
over the Reds' Ryan Freel after forcing Freel
out at second in the fifth inning Wednesday in
Cincinnati. Felipe Lopez was safe at first.
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from July 21 to Aug. 23, but has won four of his last
five with excellent control — only two walks in 39
innings.
On Wednesday, he shut out the Reds until Edwin
Ericarnacion homered in the seventh. The right-hander
gave up eight hits and one walk, throwing 109 pitches
overall.
"In my last five starts, I've gotten back to my game
plan," he said. "I attack the strike zone, get ahead early
and let my defense make plays."
Asked if Marquis could stay in the playoff rotation.
La Russa said,"There's a chance. Let's just say he'll be
considered."
The Reds' 81St loss eliminated them from wild-card
contention and guaranteed a fifth straight season without a winning record, their longest such stretch since
1945-55. Their rotation has been one of the NL's worst.
keeping them in their rut.
By contrast, the Cardinals' rotation has 80 wins, by
far the most in the majors and four more than last season.
"Every one of their pitchers has got good late movement, cuts the ball or sinks it, and has command," Reds
interim manager Jerry Narron said. "That's why they're
the best pitching staff in the league."
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Week 6 High School Previews

McKeel, Lakers
hit road in search
of first victo
The Lakers will get the
chance to notch their first victory against a ball club that has
about as many struggles as
Calloway. Union County is off
to a 1-4 start, beating Webster
County to open the season 2726. Since then. the Braves have
By MICHAEL DANN
rattled off four straight losses
: Sports Writer
to Seneca, Caldwell County,
For the Calloway County
Crittenden
County
.and
football team, last week was
Mayfield.
:.•N about breaking bad habits.
The Braves, much like the
v This week, head coach Josh
Lakers, aren't a deep ball club
McKeel has a new motto: This
with only 28 players on the
one counts.
roster — basically requiring
Indeed it does.
...ii31100411G 411hiliAt.NinnY Bean to
The Lakers are still knotyrys
have every player play on both
for that elusive win in the 2005 sides of the ball. That includes
season. As they open up dis- Justin Foster and Antonio
trict play against Union Davis — two players who are
County in Morganfield on the primary concern for
Friday, playoff implications McKeel heading into Friday
also are on the line.
night.
The Lakers will need at
Foster, a 6-foot-2, 194least two wins at this point in pound running back, also plays
order to make the postseason. linebacker for the Braves.
and McKeel knows as well as Foster led the team in rushing
anyone that an 0-5 start now through the Braves' first four
means 0-0 for his club.
games, compiling 446 yards
"Some people say that's and six touchdowns on 38 carpretty good for a head coach to ries. Davis, a 6-2, 185-pound
come up with that one after running back and free safety,
starting 0-5," McKeel said. "In has 274 yards on the ground on
all seriousness, these are the 49 carries and has three TIN
five that count now. If we can through four games.
get two of these, we'll play
"If we can contain those
another week. That's now our
•See LAKERS Page 2B
goal."
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Tigers look to get well
Banged-up
squad faces
road test at
Ballard
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If Lee Edwards had his way,
the Murray High football team
would play every week. That's
just the way the first-year head
coach likes it. Yet a mandatory
bye week comes the last Friday
of this month for the Tigers.
Still, circumstances being as
they are for MHS, Edwards
wishes the bye week was this
week. He'd ue the time to let
41knO.Asnineadr&he
ri.ars face Ballard Memorial.
"It's one week too .late, but
we'll still take it. We would
love to have it this week,"
Edwards said. "I've never been
a fan of the open date, but the
past two years they have really
served us well. We had a similar things happen to us last
year. I remember all of us sitting around saying, 'Thank
goodness we have that midseason open date.—
The Tigers came away limping from last week's 26-0 loss
to Marshall County, and still
find themselves licking their
wounds entering this we -t
district game.
Murray is limping so mu,r1
so that the coach said Andrew

Cain, a senior defensive and
offensive lineman, and Drew
Stephens, a junior linebacker
20
and running back, will not play
28
against the Bombers. An MRI
revealed Tuesday an apparent
16
MCL or ACL injury to Cain's
23
leg. Meanwhile. Stephens left
30
Open
Friday's game with a high0e7
at Fulton
ankle sprain.
14
Mayfieid
21
Fulton Co.'
Edwards said that Murray's
al Ohio Co
backfield
duo of Jon Wilson
' Casa A g-irst
=
and Anton Hammonds will see
limited action against Ballard
• DISTRICT STAND1
Memorial after leaving the
Qvirrall _
1-2
3.2CoraLs
Marshall game with ankle
Li
injuries.
"Jon will not play any
defense, and we have to make
sure that he's not getting every
rep on offense," Edwards said.
"The same applies for Anton.
He won't play any offense, and
we have to make sure he's not
making every tackle on
defense."
Still, Ballard is only 1-4,
Tlger Stets
with the Bombers' only win
19 14 27 1332 55 4142-1
coming against South Fulton.
Tenn. Last season, Ballard was
a combined 1-10, eventually
Firot Doom
bowing out in the first round of
awl=
Rashly Yards
the KHSAA state playoffs to
.76-3
Passing
Hancock County. Be as it may,
551
Passing Yaroe
Edwards is quick to remind
f,731
Total'hods
Furnt4o4ora
that this is not the same Ballard
Pronetnes
Memorial team.
"They're much improved
38-554 510. Anton
and have several good, capable
7, Huge Rolm 5e-2W
Drew Sta0,erts 3-11. Jame 1C,rtg i'
players," he added. "But we
2 Tcavny Iadrtostl 25. %Marl Keay
finally feel like we can match
Jordar Gartand 1-1.
up with somebody. But I don't
Passing Hugh Raw.s 16-41-1 200 TO
..749phe"s 1.1.026
want anyone thinking that this
ing - Dress Stephens 5-77 Joe is going to be a shoe-in victory.
6-74 TO. Joey Jackson 3-35
ono.at iiirtirf
Onsimot
Dyersburg s.34,1
LcyisOskly.s
at Calloway
at Pop. Caner* a.
Marsha. Co.
al Banat

See TIGERS Page 28

ticks panelist serves up tricks and treats before Halloween
Halloween came more than a
nth early for me in last
• - zek's pigskin prognosticaons, as I was tricked and treatwith one of my best weeks
date.
•'.• I was treated to an 7-3 week,
picking up wins with Marshall
•-county, Crittenden County,
Heath,
Murray
State,
Indiana,
Louisville
and Florida.
However.
I was
tricked into
thinking that
Hancock
Pigskins & County
eachbaskets would beat
Graves and
•' By Michael
Portageville.
Dann
Mo., would
Sports
beat Fulton
Writer
County.
Lastly, I
ver saw the Titans upending
t• iajte defense-dominated
'Alaltimore Ravens.
My Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde phi:ktsophy was scary and spooky.
;I:picked against the local high
hools and my dear Wildcats
same week I went against
Any heart and used my mind to
kioose Louisville. It got me to
for the week, but I'm still
:letting in last place with a dis. sting 28-22 record.
; Meanwhile, the guests stand
-,*
3 See PICKS Page 28

The Games
w.
LEDGER&TI;IES
2005 Pigskin
Prognostication
Contest

The Guys
LAST WEEK

LAST WEEK

7-3
OVERALL
34-16

7-3
OVERALL
28-22

Nan ney

Murray High at
Ballard Memorial
Calloway County at
Union County
Mayfield at
Paducah 'Tilghman
Hopkinsville at
Christian County
Fulton County at
Gleason, Tenn.
Hopkins Central at
Madisonville
Fort Campbell at
Lone Oak
Murray State at
Illinois State
Kentucky vs.
Florida
- IotiiviIIi at
South Florida

GUESTS

ERIC WALKER
LAST WEEK
8-2
OVERALL
55-18

MICHAEL DANN

SCOTT HAHNE`,

Dann

LAST WEEK
5-5
OVERALL
35-15

Walker

Gibson

Murray

Murray

Ballard Memorial

Ballard Memorial

Union Co.

Calloway Co.

Union Co.

. Union Co.

Mayfield

Mayfield

Paducah 'Tilghman

Mayfield

Christian Co.

Christian Co.

Hopkinsville

Christian Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central

Madisonville

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Illinois State

Illinois State

Murray State

Florida

Illinois State
Florida

Florida

Florida

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

""-

Lakers
From Page 1B
two guys. you never know what
might happen." McKee' said.
To complement that. McKeel
will look to establish a ground
game of his own, saying
t Calloway's offense will be its
best defense against Union
County.
•
-We want to control the
•
•
• tempo and keep our defense off
'• the field," McKeel said. -That's
:•• not to say our defense can't get
: it done. But if we have the ball,
: they can't score.
"We don't have the type of
•
: offense that's going to be able to
hang up 60-80 points a game.
We've got to control the football, use some clock, get in the
end zone when we have a
chance and stay away from
turnovers."

ALEX SALAZAR
r

A

11C181110991ffacw
9.3•1111•
Who would you most ate to
Brett Paw,
Owe lesson your parents tasight
you is ...
Be Respectful
Il a movie was to be made about
you, who would you Ilho to parfray you•••
Adam Sandler
Favorite Food ...
Tacos
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would buy ...
1969 Comm
If you could take the field to any
semi whet would It be ...
Imperium
Favorite piece you've been on

CCMS football
hammers Graves
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle
School's eighth grade football
team completed an undefeated
regular season on Tuesday night
with a 38-0 triumph over Graves
County at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
The Lakers will now enter
the West Kentucky Middle
school Football Conference
Playoffs. The first round of postseason play is scheduled for
Sept. 29 at CCHS. Calloway's
likely opponent will be Heath.
On Tuesday night. the Lakers
got off to a quick start as Tyrell
Willis returned the opening
kickoff 76 yards for a touchdown off a reverse play. Willis
then added the 2-point conversion to put CCMS in front 8-0.
Willis later added a 31-yard
touchdown scamper behind the
blocking of Josh Holder and
Nick Calhoun. Hunter Seay
added the 2-point conversion.
Late in the first half, Logan
Burks powered into the end
zone for his first touchdown of
the season. Austin Hargrove fol-

Murray Ledger & limes
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lowed with the 2-point conversion. Jordan Burkeen threw a
I3-yard touchdown pass to Seay
in the third quarter, and then C.J.
Jones added the Lakers' final
score on a 2-yard run.
Josh Humphries blocked his
fourth punt of the season during
the first quarter and also finished the game with four tackles
on defense. Willis and Grant
Williams added four tackles
apiece, while Chad Sheets added
two points and a forced fumble.
Last weekend, the Lakers
topped Heath 30-6.
Calloway's rushing attack
was led by Willis. who ran for
83 yards, two touchdowns and a
2-point conversion. CCMS
quarterback Jarred Harrison,
who scored on a 35-yard run in
the first half, finished the night
with 48 yards rushing. Also,
Jordan Burkeen threw a touchdown pass to receiver Justin Hill
in the second half.
Willis paced the defense with
his fourth defensive touchdown
of the season. Burks had five
tackles and a sack, while Wesley
Potts recorded two tackles for
loss.

Yanks back in first in East
By The Associated Press
The New York Yankees are back in a familiar spot: first place.
Seeking their eighth straight division title. the Yankees took over
sole possession of the AL East lead Wednesday night thanks to
Randy Johnson's clutch pitching and Boston's meltdown at Tampa
Bay.
The Big Unit limited Baltimore to three hits over eight innings in
his first start since a second-inning ejection last week, and Matt
Lawton broke out of a long slump with a two-run homer that carried
New York to a 2-1 victory.
"We got to where we want to be. but it doesn't change the focus
of this team at all," catcher John Flaherty said.

Tigers ...

OCOMED

From Page 1E3

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

In year's past It been. Well.
we're Murray High and they MC
We're
just laallard.' We better not think
like that this year, because they
are good enough to beat us,
especially with our injuries.-

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 .1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
.com
IMO.*
e-mail: stuart_cilenander kktbins.com

Tiger Profile

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
National League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
86 66 .566
Atlanta
5
81 71 .533
Phiiadelphia
Florida
7
77 75
79
529
7
9
3 150
Washington
75 76 .497 10 1.2
New York
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
96 57 627
a-St Louis
a3 69 546 12 1/2
Houston
75 76 497 20
Milwaukee
74 78 487 21 1/2
Chicago
70 81 464 25
Cincinnati
ni .408 33 1/2
9C
isio
Pittsburgh West Dit2

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
se 63 583 —
New York
88 64 .579 1/2
Boston
74 77 490 14
Toronto
70 81 484 18
Baltimore
64 89 418 25
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
91 60 603
Chicago
586 2 1/2
63
89
Cleveland
77 74 510 14
Minnesota
67 85 441 24 1/2
Detroit
52 99 344 39
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
88 65 570
Los Angeles
84 68 553 2 1/2
Oakland
75 77 493 11 1/2
T kian°
86 86 434 20 1/2
Seattle

JOE RENTON
41011"

94•011•
Who would you mot Ike to
Allsimmad AN

_
603 GB
6 76 pct
7WL
San Diego
5
71 BO 470
San Francisco
89 83 454 7 1/2
Arizona
9
444
84
67
Los Angeles
14
62 89 411
Colorado
s-clinched division

One lesson your parents tamed
you is ...
Never Give Up

CONS volleyball wins

If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray you
Carey

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County High School volleyball team improved to
5-11 on the season with a two-set victory over host Livingston
Central Tuesday night.
The Lady Lakers claimed the match by scores of 25-15 and 2515.
Teala Penick had two kills, while Megan Newberry, Jessica Dial
and Mandie Schroader each had one. Penick, Alley Hendon and
Attie Thompson had one assist apiece, while Schroader and
Newberry recorded two aces each. Hendon and April Coopper each
had one ace.
n In junior-varsity action Tuesday. CCHS won two out of three
sets from Livingston.
Shelley Easley led the way for Calloway with two kills, while
Kelly Butterworth added one. Nisa Dunn recorded an assist. Haley
Fain topped the list of aces with three, while Katie Bazzell added
two. Butterworth and Cydney Clere had one ace apiece.

Favorite Food ...
Chocolate Pm
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would buy ...
House
if you could take the held to any
song, what would it be ...
Crary Train
Favorite place you've been on
vocabon
St George Islands
'Compiled by MiamiPre

II Picks ...

Murray has. That will pay off
Side Note: The Cubs find
for the Tigers, even with some
themselves hunting for the hest
alone at the top with a 35-15.
injuries on both sides of the
place to tee off with golf clubs
My Big Orange boss, Scott
ball.... Tigers.
in hand. This is the month they
(Hootin') Nanney, trails by just
Calloway County at
become useless — you know
a game at 34-16, while the big
Union County
C.U.B.S
whole
that
Demur
boss man, Eric Walker, is in
County is home of thf
Union
By
Useless
(Completely
viowded*Mkisel
third place with a 32-20 mark.
September —meltftMeiteff —es.For Caikw.,ay Coarity,
Our first-place guest picker(s)
linight be home of its first win
another disappointing season
took a nose dive last week
of the season. Laker skipper
for the blue bear faithful.
when news writer Tom Berry
Josh McKeel is still trying to
As we scan the schedule for
finished 5-5. This week.
this week, district season begins find his football team a win.
Murray Bank President Ronnie
The losing streak stands at II
for the two local squads, as we
Gibson tries to cash in with a
games. dating back more than a
pick seven prep games. We
better performance.
year to Sept. 17, 2004. McKeel
"Big
the
at
out
things
round
I digress, but not without
doesn't want to see it become a
Three" in-state colleges.
adding that Burl Ives was off
Murray at Ballard Memorial dirty dozen. The early edge
TV, radio
by a couple of months when he
goes to Union County because
First-year head coach Lee
Today
declared the Christmas season
its the Braves' home game, and
first taste of
his
gets
Edwards
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
the -most wonderful time of the adversity as he takes his
the Lakers have to spend two
p.m.
6
year."
hours just to get to
Bomber
into
Tigers
Wounded
ESPN — Air Forel! at Utah
Seriously, can anything be
Morganfield. I'M already tired.
country Friday night. Edwards
GOLF
better when the autumn weather is the first to admit that he's not But Union doesn't put too
3 p.m.
becomes crisp and cool and
much emphasis on defense.
ESPN — PGA Tour Texas Open first
impressed with Murray's 1-4
round at San Antonio
football at every level is at its
while Calloway County's
start, giving some of that credit
4 p.m.
prime? Oh, yes, those lousy
quick-strike offense is new,
non"brutal
a
calls
he
what
to
IOC — Nationwide Tour Base Open
Wildcats are the exception four
improved and in-check....
district schedule." But he's also
twat round at Bosse Idaho
Pitiful.
Northeast.
the
to
hours
Lakers.
the
that
noting
in
forthcoming
BASEBALL
LEAGUE
MAJOR
Mayfield at
Plus, the baseball season is
11:30 am.
non-district schedule is key for
wrapping up with wild-card
Paducah Tilghman
ESPN — Houston at Pittsburgh
his Tigers' success in district
Noon
races. Each division is becomThe Cardinals are riding
play. He's right. Ballard, who
TBS — Philadelphia at Atlanta
ing interesting as teams make
sits at 1-4 as well, hasn't played high on a two-game winning
the hunt for October.
streak after suffering back-to• uite the corn. tition that
back losses. Meanwhile,
Tilghman has just one win to
show for itself halfway through
the season. The Tornado sat
through last week with an offweek with the bad taste of that
loss still in their mouth. It
might linger. as Tilghman's
defense has a problem stopping
the run. Mayfield will adapt
and win.... Cardinals.
Hwy. 45 North • Mayfield
Hopidnsville at
(270) 247-4720
Christian County
800-363-4720
Christian County is flexing
its proverbial muscles this week
www.bennettmotorsinc.com
after breaking into the top 10
poll in Class 4A a couple of
weeks ago. The Colonels have
$39,900
Was
2003 Hummer H-2, 4x4, Moonroof, 20 inch
NOW $37,500
Chrome Wheels, Leather, Heated Seats, Copper

From Page 1B

til
Sale
Big Month!
End of

Drastic Markdowns On Over 60 Units!

2005 Chevrolet Venture LS, 4 Door, Pewter
Loaded. 21.000 Miles, Still Has Factory Warranty

Was $19,900
NOW $17,900

Hamm

2004 Buick Century Custom, 4 Door, V-6
All The Buttons, White, Gray Cloth

Was $13,900
NOW $11,950

Hancock Co.
Fairgrounds

2002 Buick Renclezvotse CXL, 4x4
Loaded w/Options, Med. Blue, 46,000 Miles

Was $16,900
NOW $15,900

2002 Toyota 4 Runner SR-5, 2 Wheel Drive
One Owner, 32,000 Miles, Gray. Nice

Was $21,900
NOW $19,900

2002 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport, 4 Door
All The Buttons, Alloy Wheels, Rear Air

Was $14,900
NOW $12,900

1999 Chevrolet Tahoe LT, 4 Door, 2 Wheel Drive
Has All The Options, Pewter, Only 68,000 Miles

Was $13,900
NOW $12,900

1908 Ford Conversion Van, Raised Top. T.X.

Was $11,900
NOW $9,900

VCR, Rear Air, Bed In Rear. 88,000 Miles
2002 Chevrolet Trailblazer LS, 2 Wheel Drive
Locally Owned, Black, Extra Clean!

Was $12,900
NOW $10,900

•

cooked their opponents coming
into the contest this week with
a 3-1 record. Their only loss
was in double-overtime to
Lexington's Henry Clay.
Hoptown has beaten the above
mentioned Mayfield and
Booker T. Washington from
Memphis, Tenn. Still, they will
have problems against a
defense that has only allowed
68 points — 41 of those coming in the OT thriller....
Colonels.
Fulton County vs.
Gleason, Tenn.
The Pilots have been somewhat of a surprise this season,
following an 0-10 season last
year with an impressive 3-2
start this year. Mancel Elam's
boys are getting it done. When
the season is all said and done,
this might be west Kentucky's
feel-good story of the year....
Pilots.
Hopkins Co. Central at
Madisonville
After beating Murray High
for its first win of the season,
Hopkins County Central
rebounded from an 0-3 start for
two straight wins (the other
coming against Greenwood).
Madisonville is still knocking
on "Mr. Win's" door, but no
one has answered the bell. The
speed of Hopkins Central's
Tristin Pettus and T. J. Martin
will be too much for a squad
decimated by graduation to
overcome.... Storm.
Fort Campbell at
Lone Oak
In case you have been hiding
under a rock this football season. Ft. Campbell's Micah
Johnson is as good as they
come — meaning he's the best
player in the Bluegrass.
Johnson's fire and vigor on the

ietlyal
F

field are rubbing off on his
teammates, helping the Falcons
to the No. I position in Class
2A football. They'll stay there
all season long, and they'll be
there in the end under the lights
of Papa John's Stadium....
Falcons,
Murray State at
Illinois State
Former Murray State coach
Denver Johnson will have to
contend with Racer tailback
Nick Turner, who gained 299
all-purpose yards in last week's
win against Indiana State. The
presence of the 6-foot 190pound Turner is a concern for
Johnson, but he can't hold a
candle to the red boots Johnson
will be scootin' down the sidelines with Saturday....
Redbirds.
Kentucky vs. Florida
Seriously, if anyone wants to
provide me with some flint and
steel. I have no problem sparking the flame for www.firerichbrooks.com. It's way beyond
time. Actually it's 26 games too
long. This guy has to go, and if
Lee Todd has half a noodle, he
won't waste any time. This is
actually a subject that deserves
its own column. I'll step off my
soap box long enough to say
one word: Enough.... Gators.
Louisville at South Florida
Anyone who knows me
knows I have about as much
love for Louisville as Jennifer
Lopez has for Ben Affieck. I'm
sure I could come up with
something a little more appropriate, but considering my disrain for the Cardinals, I find it
even hard to find the right
words. For the second week in
a row. I'll swallow my pride
and pick the (gulp) ....
Cardinals.

Hwy. 60 • Howsville, KY
25 moss East of Owensboro

io A.ort.-6

P.M.
SATURDAY, SEPT, 24TH •
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25TH • No0N-6 P.M.
Sponsored by Hancock County Sorghum Growers
Hancock County Tourist Commission
For additional inforrturtion, &aim call (270)927-8137 or (270)314-5688

G 'EAT
F
AMILY
FUN/

.Sorghum making and sorghum mill grinding by horse
•Antique Tractor Pull •Quiit Show •(:)•xen Demonstration
•Tepee With Native American Demonstration •Ploneer Living
Demonstrations & Museum .Broom Making .corn meal
Grinding•Basket Weaving •Wogon Rides
•Live Music .Sorghum Queen Contest
'Flea Market Vendors 'Arts & Crafts Vendors
•Del.r..o./c Food mode from sorghum
Out Illosfers Nosseek Iso rnvw Ihism S.d I froolifitt
11.0usok Pari Caropt.9
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In Loving Memory of
James Grace

INVITATION TO BID

11-28-1928 - 09-16-2005

The Murray Independent Board of
Education is accepting sealed bids for
new machine tools at the Murray
Calloway County Area Technology
Center. The bids will be accepted until
2-00 p.m.. Thursday. October 6.2005.
at the Board Office. Specifications are
on file at the Murray Independent
Carter
Education,
of
Board
Administration Building, 208 South
13th Street, Murray, KY 42071, The
of
Board
Independent
Murray
Education reserves the right to reject
any and/or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

Xe

James had been a resident of Fem Terrace since 1981.
He was so loved by all. He came from the Land
Between the Lakes. Virginia Morgan was his advocate (guardian) done such an exceptional job of making sure all of his needs were met. He loved to go on
facility outings and made many friends within the
community. James neser met a stranger. He loved to
whittle, always in his overalls, and collect knives. A
former resident wrote this poem about lames which
described James to a T. He loved nature. "pretty
woods", as he would call it.

060

THE WHITTLER
By Margaret Elkins
There is one among us who is quiet and shy
Much of the time
But surprises us all with his teasing antics
That make our little corner of the world shine
With spontaneous laughter.

You set, he is -the hi tile' we've all come to know
He whittles in esery time and season,
Be it fall. summer, winter or spring
The woods, his favorite whittling place.
Dance to the music that chirping birds sing.

If there are lessons to be learned.
Let us observe the quiet life of James Grace
Aintl stme to reach the eternal destiny for which we yearn
By following the glowing example of
The Whittler in this time and place.

COOK
Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.

His Fern Terrace Family

da

FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.

010
Legal
Notice

Sat., Sept. 24,9 a.m.
AAA Mini Storage
Diuguid Drive
Units # 72, 83, 88.
90, 100, 110
& 111.

Notice
$1,000 reward for any
information leading to
arrest & conviction of
robbenes on Grove Ln
last Sunday night
Contact the Sheriff's
Office

et.

Bare lksody Mineral
Cosemetics and
Skin ("are are now

NEW way to lose
weight. Learn how to
eat right for your body.
(270)748-6277
SANDRA D's Thurs.
Special
Lunch served in 7 min
or I buy it (only while
they last). 293-3816.
Cat NH )141 Sir

•

Servall
Apply in person
1604 ST RT 121N
Professional
appearance
required!

POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21 .62/hr,
now hinng. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
24
8042,
Employment service.

s

COOK, part-time,
ti
full
become
Previous commer
experience a plus. bu:
will train a friendly,
team -oriented, conficandidate
dent
Complete benefit package for full-time. Clean.
caring work environment. Great community. Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Road, Murray.
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-293.2069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM

)

THE Shed 4374283
Friday Just Breaking
Even Saturday Duo
South

WAYNE T. Hall & wife.
Sara, new preacher at
Hazel Church of Christ
invite you to attend our
services.

FULL-TIME customer
support representative
needed. At least one
year college required
Computer skills a must
HealttVlite ins, 18 paid
tuition
days off/yr
Email
assistance.
resumes to candies@
or
powerclahn.com
Hawkins
to
mail
Research, Inc., 406 N
4th St., Murray, KY
42071

‘i

. iii iii'tallti (.2

Employees at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
have that opportunity every day.

•sl()\ \I
sI INI'l OPI I
NI Ill I/
Manufactured Hewing
TOP COMMISSIONS
5 DAY WORK WEEK
BEST INVENTORY
LOTS OF FINANCING
/V BUSINESS SINCE /976
SEND RESUME TO
7314444403
ATTN: CHUCK KEEL
RN needed for physician's office Oncology
experience preferred.
Please submit resume
1040-S,
Box
P.O
Murray, KY 42071.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
TAKING applications
cook.
display
for
check,
Background
friendly, quality minded Apply 2-4 MonThurs at Ryan's 801
Wal-Mart Dr. Murray.
KY 42071.

•I I) ill

Holland 477
NEW
Hayliner, John Deere 3
point hitch rake New
Holland 65 haybaler,
$3.500 for all 489280I3

rrefb

Job Openings
•

Practice Manager

•

Certified Radiology' Tech

•

Surgical Tech

FIREWOOD $40 a rick,
Tree'
delivered
removal 527-8368

• Receptionist
• LPN - Afternoon Shift
• Physical Therapist
IN
•

COMPLETELY set up.
1/2 acre $12,500 7536012

Physical Therapy Assistants
Occupational Therapist

For more information on available
positions,or to fill out an
application on-line, visit our website at
www murraybospitaLorg

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Human Resources
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 762-1902

SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING
QUALIFIED AREA SUPERVISORS & RESTAURANT
GENERAL MANAGERS
Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
SuCCeSS with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.
Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Promotion From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

1996 Cnmson Deluxe
16x80 3BR 2 bath
condition,
excellent
delivered, set-up and:
underpinned, $19,900.,
(270489-2525
1996 Fleetwood 48x52.
Color blue $10,000.
762-0967 after 5

Resumes can be electronically sent to
1.1foicykmutr.ayhosgi.ta1..gtg Or can be mailed to:

"Come Join a Winning Team"

Please send resumes to
KFC — Phillip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
phillipajmtkfc.com
Phone:(205)553-8621 Fax:(205)553-6477
Other Positions Available
Apply in Person At Local Restaurant
We Have Restaurants In The Following States:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee & Kentucky

I

1999 14'x56', 2 bed-'
rooms. 1 bath, shingle'
root, vinyl siding, 1:0•11
appliances
deck,
$15.000.
included.
Estates)
(Coach
(270)759-2427

150
For
Sale
ktides

I

FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms. tree DVR or HD
upgrade. Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free,
HBO.
get
Also
Cinemax & Showtime
free for 3 months.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
NFL FANS
Purchase the NFL
Sunday Ticket & get
over 140 channels. 7
HBO, 12 Starz. 9
3
&
Showtime.
Cinemax Free for 4
Beasley
months.
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 or 877-4550901

/isip Willed
1211

Bull Pen
8e Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers.
steaks

Ye;
>,‘

Thke the Opportunity to help other peopli

PIZZA Hut now hinng
for management. 401k,
vacation, insurance,
flexible hours. Apply in
1113
at
person
Murray.
Chestnut,
EEOC

EOE

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2783
FOR sale Fresh locally
grown shidake mushrooms $6 per pound.
762-0265

NEW interviewing for
day shift custome
service reps and cooks
in
for
Hardee's
Draffenville. To schedule an interview, call
ext.
888-398-3556
0951
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
load.
OVERSIZED
CDL driver needed for
local pulls. COL driver
manufactured
with
home pulling experience preferred. Apply
in person or send
resume to 2003 E
Wood St., Paris, TN
38242

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
seeking applicants for
full-time housekeeping
positions. Buffer experience a plus. We offer
a full benefit package
after 90 days. No
phone calls please.
Please apply in person
at Bntttiaven of Benton
Hwy. 641 S Benton,
KY. EOE/AAE

He seems to walk in a field of dreams.
His simplicity of life so serene
He walks, unassuming. toward the Promised Land
Where we hope some day to he.
Always willing to lend a helping hand.
The Whittler's calm humility
Likes us a step closer to the promise of eternity

PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

PART-TIME
HELP
at

The Whittler's name is James Grace,
A peaceful man with a sheepish grin
And a flushed boyish, flamboyant face.
tie touches our hearts with is bashful smile.
And we forget our troubles for a while

Due to the following
non-payment of Tern a

WO Woad

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
$9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please. Also
hiring day cooks.

Tucked safely away. his knives are his prized possessions
And fix a very good reason.

rn

Lost and Found

Call 753-1916

He shakes hands with everyone he knows.
Greeting new arnsals sets his face aglow.
Although he doesn't bow au of our names,
His friend? gestures and -clrfiilriets remain the' me.

0

ANTIQUE 10 bin (*nth
glass) seed cabinet for
bulk seed sales 40H,
18-H Cabinet
771_
looks like walnut 270436-2544 after 6 OOPM

MACHINE TOOLS

•
•

ts

Help Wasted

LAI
Nolo

Apply in person
Between 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.

NEED your home or
business cleaned/ Cal
Teresa 489-2957 o
227-8380
WANTED: reliable person to babysit evenings
& weekends in my
Kirksey home starting
immediately (270)4892137
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath.
etc.
windows,
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914

CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H 759-9553
EXPERIENCED caregiver wanted. 8-12,
Monday-Friday, $10/hr
Call Bob Ragan 7593353
NANNY Experienced
child care professional
seeks toying family
Four year, private, inexperience
home
Infant/ preschool CPR
certified. Excellent ref
erences. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children, contact 731232-8557 or 731-7070195
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning/ Call
753-1016

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th.
Murray
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Articles
For Sale
5X10 tilt trailer $275
753-3958

EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule
Home-Based business.
W.PAV D RW HomeBiz co
m (270)748-6277

1

1111111Cmireglin

MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

1

111MIN
11121

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
hospital
ELECTRIC
bed & mattress. $300.
Jazzy electric power
chair, $1,300 All like
new. 753-0624
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

STRAW for sale $2
bale 489-2436 if no
answer leave message

BUYING junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235

LARGE grill w/2 burners, has propane and
cover. $125 436-5412

Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
SIDE -BY -SIDE
Fngidaire Refrigerator.
27 cubic feet. ice &
water dispenser, very
nice. $275. 978-0546
160
Home Furnishings
BROYHILL sofa, chair
& ottoman $600 767
9575
KING waterbed with
heater, rails, mirror, 2
glass cabinets with
lights. bedding included. Very nice, $200
759-1082
LIVING room couch
w/2 chairs, end tables.
coffee table, like new,
condition.Oak
great
Dinette table 6-chairs.
hall tree w/mirror. 4354377 if no answer
leave message

2005 3 BEDROOM. 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system. GE
only
appliances,
$29,999!!! 731 -5849429
2005 CLOSE OUTS
and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land packages available! Low
payment!
down
Awesome financing
731-5844429
3BR mobile home and
lot, $16,500 753-6012
'99 Doublewide on one
acre, 4 bedroom, 2
bath. C/H/A, storage
building, $73,000. 7531706 or 293-7225
LAND -HOME
Packages are our speor
FHA
cialty.
Conventional. Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731E44-0012
NO money needed.
FHA land packages
available now. Limited
funds. Don't miss out.
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012
REPOS,
REPOS,
REPOS. Doubles, singles. Land home Cal
1-800-533-5368
SHARP, REPO DOUBLEWIDE: Fireplace,
front porch. Call todayft
731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Cat today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 1
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths/ Both priced in
the $50's Call 17316424138 todayll
WE have 97% financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3% 100%
loans Cali 1-800-5333568

LARGE 2BR. $275.
753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets.

411 • 1 hursday. September 22, 2005
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!!!!cat Pratt.foram!

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 2005•10:00 a.rn.

2 BR, 2 Bath apt
washer & dryer, water
furnished, close to
1 year old
MSU
$550 00/mo 753-2225
day. 759-1509 night

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at lann t;ruse. KN. E rum
r. turn south
alaytield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwate
onto Hwy. HOC follow to auction. Front Murry,. K1 bike
Hwy.94 Wad to Lyme Grove. Sc, auction signs.
tree (walNice 3 piece entertainment center with bookshelves, nice old hall
hole
knee
desk.
office
oak
small
cabinets.
radio
nut). 2 old free standing
machine, nice
desk. flattop trunk, spindle back rockers, old treadle sewing
coat rack.
framed pictures, nice loseseat. bookshelses, stereo, area rugs,
post. odd regglider chair. one 3 & 4 piece bedroom suites both with large
& lamp tables.
ular bed, trundle bed, recliners & odd chairs. table lamps
50s. cUf10 cabinet,
color as. microwave & table. chrome table from the
free reingeranice apartment electric cook stove, nice apartment sue frost
, cane hot
tor, auto. washer & dryer. nice office desk. nice ladies secretary
quilt box.
quilts,
stitched
hand
old
blankets,
d,
torn chairs, woven bedsprea
of Correlleware ser% silverplaled flatware, tablecloths. cast iron pieces. set
trunks, pots & pans.
ice for 12. sewing boxes. afghans & blankets, quilting
23 new collecioi plates
china.
&
glass
old
some
s,
appliance
kitchen
small
plates by Paul Duraud.
in box. Fairmont by Irene Spencer. limited edition
by Paul Durand. nice
fine hand-painted plates. Simoges lurgot plates
Kentucky Long Rifle.
Winchester 22 auto. model 74. nice old t'ap & Ball
trimmers. Poulan chain saw.
line
electnc
&
gas
clubs.
golf
tiller.
Man
Yard
III 5' Many other
floor jack. 4 electric heaters. nice large metal table
items not listed.
Will be an all day auction. Lunch available.
or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain
I I VS. %HI

%KRELL 111rANI- 435-4420
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Saturday, Sept. 24, 2005•10:00 a.m.
At the bowie of Mr. Joe Nelson Cohoon
812 North 20th Street in Murray, KY
with rack & mirror, old treadle sewing machine. maple table &
stand
wash
old
Nice
nice drop leaf. coffee tattle and lamp tables by Senior House
cabinet,
door
glass
chairs,
and stationed in Germany. Some of this glass and furmilitary
the
in
was
Mr. E•ohoun
beautiful King Arthur Grandfather clock. another
A
Germany.
from
niture came
chest. 2 nice 6. s9. area
Grandfather cluck over 100 years old from Germany. large cedar
Hickory Hill sofa.
stool.
turtle
leather
chairs,
red
Bassett
ottoman.
rugs, leather chair &
d chairs, pole & table
nice sofa table, glass top tables. nice pictures. Broyhill upholstere
quilts & quilt tops. crochet
lamps. Zenith color TV., oaf hand stitched quilts. ivhcr old
bed. oak dresser, nice
afghans, linen tablecloths, large lot of linens, brass headboard
pitcher set, small oak
slipper nicker, small cabinet, fancy old chair, quilt rack, howl &
stem glasses. Bavarian
rope kg table, wood flower stand, mantel %Ase. milkglass pieces.
pickle & relish dishes.
china. Wenterling Co. dessert net. Pink Depression dis ided dish.
punch bowl & cups.
segetable howls, kitchen stools. steins. Don Ensor pitcher.
Bassett bedRosenthal Bavarian china with extra pieces. Oneida silver flatware, piece
bed. 2 odd nice
room suite. 2 bedside tables. sewing machine hand-painted lamp. twin
Retina camera.
chest. bookcase. library table, old cameras. Brownie Jr Sure Shot.
lot of old hooks.
Brownie. Hawkeye camera, old typewriter, ciao t:01/ click, nrojoaor,
flatwiur,
Case knises, buck knives. John Pnmble. Texas longhorn knife. Sheffield
Louisville
dressing chair. Diamond Jubilee 1905 knife, other old pocket knives.
Franklin half dolstoneware pieces, old wheat Sin% dishes, twin hed, wheat pennies. 24
military
lars. 9 Walking liberty half dollars. 32 Kennedy halt dollars other old coins.
furniture,
lackets. patio set, upright treeom bird bath. hand & yard tools. redwood
chest, push lawn
propane tanks, kerosene lamps. countertop wales, stone jug. treasure
dryer. fr0.1 free
rnower. bicycle. leaf blower. step ladder luggage. auto washer St
refrigerator, ivhet Items not listed

Cambridge
2BR Apt
area 293-6968
28R duplex, C/H/A.
753-8067
28R central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St , now accepting
applications for lbr
starting at $330/month
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
LARGE 3BR, 3BA,
double garage 1549-8
Mockingbird Dr. $725 a
nonth 293-9970
LARGE duplex. 2BR, 2
bath garage, $600
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

AMCMIlt held nun or dune Not eripontibie for accidents, 14neh
435-4420
Ni;%
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PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Buikang Two offices,
wafting room, tull bath
and shower Public and
entrances
private
parking
Covered
space Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities
759-3954

VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 Of
293-8595.

ABCA Border Collie
puppies for sale Well
cared for parents on
Females
premises
$250. males $200
(270)251-2925

Houses For Rent

It, Si

I •I %II

ii‘N. Silt Ii k

II RH% II
iis4

1 BR 8 miles North
$350 plus deposit No
pets 753-8582
3BR house for rent
Deposit & rent $350
mo 227-2951
3BR 2BA house in
Cove
Pirates
(270)354-6382

I Sit
I

wearied di. Bonded in
‘111

4424,

I IlirSt I it,
Iron. •I2ai Finn a„.133
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3 FARMS
TO BE

•Farm 1 contains 85 acres ÷ or (Calloway County)

(House shown above is located on Farm 1)

• Farm 2 contains 40 acres + or - (Calloway County)
• Farm 3 contains 60 acres + or - (Graves County)
/1.
lor 1 mile to ice'
Otreetions to Fenn 1: From Lynn Grove . take H.ghway 94W
I
Road Turn le to Kilo Rd Travail mite to the sale sde (Farms and 2)
west on Highway 94 to
Directions to Penn 2: From Kelso Road travel 1 mile
Road Farm 2
Swan
Howard Road Turn left and travel 15 mess to intersection ot
▪ on the right at intersection of Swan
for 25 mites to Boric(
OlrectIons to Parse 3: From Keno Road take highway 94W
to Barnett Road
Grove Road Turn lee onto Beech Grove Road Travel I 6 mem
Travel 1 3 miles on Barnet Road t the safe site
LD

'Iot acre lot. welt & septic North of town 7535303
753-

LOTS for rent
90/118

I and 2 8l furnished
apts Coleman RE 7504118
1 Bedroom low utikties, deposit & referno
ences requited
pots $235 a month
753-3949

e -• •

•

•

1BR apt partially fur
rushed partial utilities
paid, $260 per month
deposit 752-0456

1, 2, 3 opts 753-1252
or 753-01306

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts. starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-.4118

28R, some uttettes
paid $270 No pets
797-9037

•*

*

V v

RESTAURANT
CLOSING
YARD SALE
1170 RADIO RD
ALMO
FRI & SAT
7AM
Pots pans
cookbooks frig,
furniture

spap-a•••••• •

•

•

-

.
9

-P

8-PARTY
YARD SALE
Old Hutson Ag
Building
Stateline Road
Hazel
Friday &
Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
YARD SALE

Furniture,
collectibles,
glassware, framed
pnnts, books, christrnas stuff, kitchenware.
MOVING SALE
1527 BOGGESS
DRIVE
SAT 9-24
7-12
Dryer, wicker
antique baby
buggy, trunk.
table & chairs.
Mc Coy pieces,
smaller antiques.

I'

p

Furniture, tools, nice clothing, jewelry, material, old army supplies.
books, items too
numerous to mention

2004 Harley Davidson
V-Rod, VRSCA, 484
miles, extended warranty, garage kept
(270)293-9223

330
Services Offered
LIKE new boat lift
6.000 pound capacity,
23 foot, 53,000 OBO
(270)454-1082
28 ft. pontoon boat with
motor $1750
14 ft. John Boat with
motor $600
Please contact Guthne
at 270-759-1102

2004 Yamaha 650
Classic Many extras,
like new, garage kept
Must sell! $4,250 7591777
2002 Kawasaki Prairie
300 Automatic, used
very little, $3,150 7536855

2000 14 ft. Duracraft
boat, new 30-H Honda
$4,500. 762-0967 after
5

2001 Kawasaki Ninia
ZX12R 10,000 miles,
$5,500. Call after 5PM
753-1856

R

AMS Olhred

Vehleiss

Lamb's
436-286
Mower Repair. Free
pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work
4924688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING,
mulching,
trimming,
painting, odd lobs,
Free
cleaning.
Estimates. 978-1115.

2003 Mountaineer, 7passenger, still uncle
warranty, leather heated seats, moon roof. 6
changer CD player.
435-4377 435-4132.

2005 Grand Prix GTP
4 door, loaded w/ sunWarranty,
roof
$17,400 293-6301
2002 Dodge Intrepid
72,000 miles, $8.000
(270)759-1838
2002 Dodge Neon SE,
OBO
$5,500
or
(270)762-7354
(731)247-5163
98 Camry. 92.000
miles. 293-1100.
'83 Olds '98. Unk,
32.xxx, must see!
$4.500. 762-0967 after
5

PANORAMA
SHORES
66 ELMHURST
SAT ONLY
SEPT 24
6:00 AM - 2:00 PM

7 a.m.
Accepting
donations.
Help us help
others!
Ryans Parking
Lot

707 South 12th Street
South Center 700
so ft
1.000. 1200.
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
restrooms
CiG/H
plenty of parking, near
iudictal building 7593772 7524201 (after
hours) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

-

90 Mercury, lawn turn(lure lots of deferent
odds & ends

Household items,
furniture, dishes,
mirror. Ws,
car carrier & misc.

Commerical Prop. For Rent

48R 2 bath all appliances central HA
rates
Reduced
Coleman RE 75O-4118

HUGE
MOVING SALE
94E FAXON RD,
FOLLOW THE
SIGNS,
RAIN OR SHINE
SATURDAY 9-24
SUNDAY 9-25
8:30-5:00.

Chnstmas deco
wave runners. turn

MOVING SALE
1509
SYCAMORE
FRI 5-23
8AM -6PM

HUGE 3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1405 RADIO ROAD
OLD 1824
FRI & SAT
7AM-3PM.

NEW home lust 2 miles
south of Murray Over
1.800 sq ft. living with
300 sq. ft. bonus room.
3 bed 2 bath cathedral
ceilings with loft overlooking living room
(270)293-7775

Riding mowers.

Lake.
KENTUCKY
New Concord. For sale
or lease mobile cottage Living room. 2
bedrooms. 1 bath
kitchen all appliances.
Large deck 1-1/2 Nooks
from lake Will sell land
contract. Small down
payment Full price
$29.000 Or lease with
option to buy. $400 a
month deposit $400
'01886-8488

1BR-48R apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

IMMEDIATE POSSESION 3 bedroom, 1
bath All appliances
$79 900
included
759-2097

TWO PARTY
RUMMAGE SALE
1404 Oakhill Dr.
Campbell
Estates
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 23 & 24
7 a.m. -5 p.m.

lgorSiis Or Laws

1

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

12. & 30R apls available. Meese call 753.221.
lOR apt evadable, all
appliances furnished
lAur•Cal Realty. 7534444

Yard $al

All new Christmas items, toys. giftware
Fenton. Seraphim, angels, new baby
clothing, new building materials, tools,
household items, wood stove, office
empment, BBO gnlls. bicycle, appliances, treadmill & much more.

HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823

641 North of
Murray to 464
then follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. until?
Name brand
clothes, clothes for
children.

400

YARD SALE
690 HWY 140 EAST, PURYEAR,
LESS THAN A MILE
FROM SUBWAY
FRI, SAT & SUN SAM-?

FOR sale or rent
w/option to buy. My
beautiful 3,200 sq.11.
home can be yours.
$179,900. Rent $1,000
mo. Henry 270-2277913

GARAGE
SALE

%R..

Many homeowners will sponsor
sales at their homes.
Watch for signs
, Christmas Deco.,
Mowers
Riding
wave runners, turn. & more.

APPROXIMATELY
2.150 sq. feet home on
one acre lot. 293-7917
or 498-8702

YARD SALE
2116
SOUTHWEST DR.
(SOUTHWEST
VILLA)
FRIDAY ONLY 9-23
6:30-3:30.
Inflatable boat,
lawn mower,
clothes, furniture,
some antiques, etc.

STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582.
(night) 759-4718

i

Not mammal,insaarl•••a ••••

5I01111%

Sofa, loveseat, tables
& chairs, work bench,
everything must go

KID broke ponies for
sale. $275 to $500.
767-0046 or 293-9046

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

8, 2005 12 NOON
KY
Location: 900 Kelso Road, 1 mile west of Lynn Grove.
Tarry
Lou
Anna
&
ow
Estate of Woodr
SATURDAY OCTOBER

195 Blue Bell
New Concord
10 miles from
Murray on 121 S.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?

SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
7314412-6151

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

KY Lake Eiarklay. 200
ft pebble beach! View
miles of water and
spectacular sunsets!
Great building site for
lakefront living Only
$74,900 Call owner
(270)924-4328

MOVING
SALE

By appt. only.
Kristi Kidwell
1466 St. Rt. 121S, Murray
12701293-6087

Stomp Rated

• ••

Garage & Yard
Bring Your Dimwit!
1612 Loch Lomond
Fn. & Sat
7 a.m. - Dart
othes, books,
linens, household
items & more
Bargain pnces on
lawn mowers, parts
fishing equipment.
VHS & cassette
tapes

Retriever/
GOLDEN
Bluetick Hound mix
Very friendly, playful
neutered all shots,
$50 270-767-9532

38R 28A white stone,
very nice with fenced in
yard Camelot subdivision (270)293-4602,
1270)435-4602

R

1.‘,4

ii‘kkg Ii iii \NI

100 SALE

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer,
436-2858

Si its

COMMUNITY WIDE
YARD SALES
PANORAMA SHORES
SATURDAY ONLY SEPT. 24
6:00 AM - 2:00 PM

`fed Sig

COCKER Spaniel pup
peas, black, $60 each
(270)382-2369

SMALL 1BR, no pets.
water paid 753-5980
2BR
SPACIOUS
1 5BA townhome, 131
Megan Dr very clean,
dishwasher,dryer.
washer microwave No
pets $475 monthly
752.3321,2275563
VERY nice 1BR. 1
Bath. central HJA, all
appliances with W/D
Great location 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2905
VERY nice large 28R.
2 bath duplex. Quiet
All
neighborhood.
appliances. No pets.
$495. 436-5927
VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath. garage. C/H/A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
no pets. 753-2905

ED
REMEMBER THIS PROPERTY WILL BE OFFER
1 P.M. OCTOBER 7TH
auction.
Property will he sold as is. Make your inspections before

I

SPACE in existing
business for rent/lease.
Great terms for complimentary business such
as photography studio,
floral design, or coffee
corner. Located in high
traffic business distnct.
Send description of
your business, terms
preferred, and space
requirements to. P.0
Box 1040-U, Murray
KY 42071.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

•iu.• ready for a autoThis nice five bay car wash, four self service
walks are heated.
and
floors
bays
,
all
machines
matic wash. 8 vacuum
on the southlarge bays 15' wide and 32' long. This is the only car wash
Murray,just
east side onown. The wash is located at 300 Sycamore St. in
a free car
he
will
There
n.
downtow
from
blocks
4
Street,
off South 4th
and wash
wash on the 27th & 28th from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. each day. Come
your car free these days.
30 days with passTerms of auction: 20‘,/ down day of auction, balance in
d.
concrete
ly
complete
lot
large
a
is
ing of deed. This

IO -si list I
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CLASSIFIEDS

SOO
Used Trucks
2004 Dodge dually
diesel While/grey intenor, like new, 526.900
731-336-3661. 731642-5671

& more

2002 3 car hauler,
$7,000 731-336-3661,
731-642-5671

Ryans Katrina
Relief
Yard/Bake Sale
Sept. 24

1977 Class C Blazon
motor home. $1.100
OBO Call 270-7610549

63 acres farmland with
minor Improvements
Excellent development
property or commercial
farming. Kirksey area
(731)336-8120
Real Estate For Sale
By Owner
Rental Property
421 South 8th Street
4 Units. 3 1 BR 1 2 or
3-BR
Become a landlord with
no down payment
Seller will pay
closing costs Asking
5100.000 1-800-2946442
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

• •••

gt• 40.

-•••••••• a .111.

AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing,
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc. New, remodel 30
experience.
years
Prompt, dependable.
estimates.
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime.

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging Boors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
'Certified septic
installation
-Custom dozer
backhee service
.•Ponds
*Driveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
APPUANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 NEARS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(270) 492-8191

A-1 JOE Lamb's Tree
Trimming,
Service.
removal, etc Tractor
bushhogging,
work,
hauling. iunk clean up.
gutter cleaning. 4362867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892939.

LEAVES MULCHED.
BAGGED. AND GUTTERS CLEANED 7670734 OR 752-0635

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAG
•All Size Units'
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
When you come back,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials

It's that time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vacation Pak."
That way you won't
miss a single thing

We'll deliver your
"Vacation Pair"
when you return

Call 270-753-1916
Circulation Department
Ind

osk for

"Vacation Pak.
Co MURRAY

EDGER

rE
,
in

MES

1001 VVhiMell Ave., Murray, KY

r•

•

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning

'stings

Horoscope
in wow=elm
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Din?"
753-5827

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Sept 23, 2005:

for

It*

Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work P. Track
hoe

753-7091
JUNK/Rubbleh
Removal, clean out
attics garages. yard
waste. etc Low rates
(270)489-2583

MU 01

OMNI
MOO
7 7
6
9 9
10 17

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

5.4

Divorce Noes
Good literning America X
R008Ind KOON The Vim I
Mien Rogers
Illuney
BoshX
Street
Semmes
{Teletub
ICouch
!Arthur
Lions
Divorce AAP
Judge Moth" X People's Court
Hatched Paid
Sherlock CO
Paid
Nsmy lied AM. Skating Over! Eye Eye Eye Eye
Broadest Show
Paid
Regis and Kelly TM Price is Ripe Young-files.
The Early Show in Stereo(I
tieback In Stereo) 'Upturn,Pi X
Files
Roddced
HabilHiNe
Hap
Hap
Hickey Trinte Muth
Tom
Meyer
Mums
Ule
Tod
Apse
For
ScuMer
Wisdom
Mord Dragon Cullou Shrinks Barney Sesame Street I Lions Tibia Rogers neading

Good Morning
Rogers Coeur
Peid
Paid

RESER
17 113

Truths

21 21
22 16 10

Aram

•

tennwniaLltesiiklit
Scat "(Kiting.
Striping. liatillim2
culls:otitis*
\lot 1111 I Ulu is 1.‘t
-59-ii7.7411 • 753-11537

r4:
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PIAKIEIt,K. Nit KRAY ELECTRIC. C. IWEDIACOM.IN GALAXY
900 930 10 00
730 800 8 30
6:30 7:00
D 6:00
OR
and Kay The Vim X
Regis
o
Goal litornlnesifuerit
News
=00111‘5
I
View
The
(In Saw)
aim"
Tony
Dents
X
Muria
Montag
Good
=MOM News
Ellen Sam
Tony Dena
(In
Stereo)
Today
News
=11011111
Y
The fitly Show X NiW =ems X The Price is Ripe Nees
News
News
X
News
To
Amotnosd
Be
Today Stereo)!
Nees X

FRIDAY MORNING

Your imagination develops even
more this year. With a newfound
ability to move past your normal
thinking process, your capacity
for empathy and understanding
David Borders
grows enormously. You are
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
capable of breaking through
MASTER Plumber.
present thought patterns.
Almost retired, drains your
Travel and education could play
fixplumbing
cleared.
1111
or a role in this transformation.
repaired
tures
%Mae 011sred
(270)978- Tenaciousness also comes up
installed
DNJ HANDYMAN
0133
ASPHALT
when you want something. If
We do all the odd jobs
SEALCOA11NG
you are single, you fall in love
you don't have time
*Commercial
4
easily, though you might choose
for
*Residential
firm* Past"
someone quite different. Good
Ask about our gutter
Free Estimates
270r 2-32-2
for you! If you are attached, you
436.2wo
270,
guard specials
TRAVIS
relate with your sweetie on
%I
R
I
151/I
It
293-5438
SEALCOATING
1141( 1,1\i.
year.
this
levels
many
(270) 753-2279
ELECTRICIAN
newlike
act
you
Sometimes
New Const./RemodeU
BACKHOE &
found lovers. GEMINI opens
or trouble. Lie. and ins.
TRUCKING
exp
Call
yrs.
WI
30
HILL.
ROY
Pa% inv, doors.
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck "All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We U be Hui Water .Pasting Lois & Driseeno •
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Paid
Paid
Chspel SabrIne Ubertys Paid
SportsConlerI SportsCanter 1 SportsCsMer
limesbell NFL Live Cold Pius in Stereo live)
(5:00) tire Video Walui-Up (In Stereo) MTV Hits
!
The Pretender X Angel (In Stereol Chemed

Met 1Uving
SportaCariler I

Paid

Patters Cosby Cosby
Bombs' NFL Um

SporteCenter

Cold Pizza In Stereo)!
Sum 41 Crite
Music Videos
ER In Swoop I
ER "Power I
Sec
Clean Sweep X Pro-

Maude X
Made (in Stereo

35 35

Baby
Baby
Peep X Bus
WIt
Unsolved Myst
Workout Bear- Bowan- Golden Golden Nsm Ninny WI
Dead Zone IF
TM
44004
The
USA
the
Catch Couch
6"Sit WOOS& Orifeed* Made In
1,
Nye(MP
111141Rp
loot
Idie(1vrt)
ilioRMOCIIIM
Movies
Bonn 1frinexalilif(1175)R
Confidential
City
IL
Watch
Third
I
Watch
Third
Watch!
Third
x
Watch
Third
Classroom

36 53

Bettie

NI-51

Savo-

Fit UN
32 51
34 58

37 22

Rangers Rangers Two
Neutron Oddper- Sponge BackRock
TiFical Guilts Duvall
Rebecca Solo.
Stooges
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Spider

Living
Back-

The 700 Club I
Back- Beck'

Gilmore Girls!
LazyGo

Fail Net Full Hoe.
Spider Muss-

Duval Room Homes Country Design- Crofters House
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Deep Spice 9
7 Days (in Stereo MacGwer I
Stooges
LAM LAWN
WALTERS
**** Though you could wake
MOWING
Becker Becker
Creek!
Dawson's
NG
Creek!
CONTRACTI
Davison's
Boa1191141111
Toomaluo
Movio:**Li
Saved- Savedup out of sorts, you quickly pull it
SERVICE:
Builder,
Want your lawn to
Looney Looney Torn & Jerry
together. What helps more than
Ed,Edd Cod..- Cartoon Looney Tickle U
Roofing,Decks, Siding
look its best?
anything is that you remember
Trill Heat
Open Court
Paid
Paid
Satisfaction
Paid
Paid
753-2592
,
• - -.11PfTiROOADEIrif
it's Friday. Start dreaming up
Guaranteed
106 4 Part: Top 10 Use
BET Start
(5:00) BET Morning Inspiration
67
BET
Call 753-1816
special plans. Friends touch
Over 30 years
FREE:
Countdown
TepiD
(5 CUT Music
or 227-0611
70
CMTV
base with you; respond to their
experience
aid Dad Sate the World
Sales & Installation
Mena el Melon
ideas. Tonight: Loving every
** lama (1091
ill Batfiton Robb
hM0
PRECISE
moment.
M. Hollanis Cpus"
• 753-7728
Free to good home
stRieherwr
CONTRACTORS
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Kittens (1) yellow,(1)
(2002)Riey Smith. X "Raz***
Writ
New construction
(1993)
Grrr
"Calendar
SHOW
tiger 6 mo. old. 767- *** Before you even make a
and remodels.
Dood- Chartie JoJo
Dood- CMOs
Higgiy JoJo
move, check your checkbook
BreakDISN
0143
Concrete, replacement
Movie: "Caveman
balance. You ask why? You
Garbage Pali Movie:**,-2 "On the
windows, decks, shinhe Place to Start.... could easily go overboard today
'Everyday Peopie
Cradle"
Me
Rods
That
Nana
"The
***
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liew
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c
(5:55) Movie: "The Stepsoredliori
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A boss continues to confuse you.
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and more. 1-270-293Don't worry about it so much. If
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1899
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
(270)753-1916
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6 30
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20 years ago

to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Forsee. Sept.
6 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Burkeen, Sept. 9.

40 years ago
Mary Robbins and Eddie West,
seniors at Murray High School.
have been named semi-finalists in
the 1965-66 National Merit Scholarship Program, according to MI
-IS
Principal Eli Alexander.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Morns, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Quarles, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Leland Miller. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wallace and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Folger.
Marilyn Jean Cohoon and Clyde
Elben Adkins Ill were married Aug.
22 at First Baptist Church, Murray.

Kim Thompson was crowned
as the 1985 homecoming queen
of Calloway County High School
50 years ago
prior to the football game with
Three cases of polio have been
the Calloway Lakers winning 29- reported to the Calloway County
8 over Lone Oak at Jack Rose Health Department. They are Linda
Stadium. Attendants to the queen
James and Glen James of Faxon
were Lee Ann Rayburn, Kelly School and Ted Clack of Murray
Haskins, Anne Marie Hoke, Le High School.
Ann • Lockhart and Lori Roberts.
Pfc. Dan K. Taylor recently
Births reported include a girl took pan in the 25th Infantry
to Kevin and Cindy Hutson, Sept. Division's Exercise Sky-highman,
18.
an Army training test on the island
of Hawaii.
30 yeas ago
Published are pictures taken at
Recent births reported at Murthe dedication of the Hazel Com- ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
munity Center on Sept. 21. Coun- and Mrs. Beckard Megow, a girl
ty. Judge Robert 0. Miller, native to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goode
of Itaiet officially dedicated the Jr.. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
newly completed center. It was Motion, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
formerly the lunch room for Hazel John Via, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elementary School. The photos Ed Fenton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
were by Stall Photographer David George Beltzhoover and a boy to
Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Taley.
Only one point stood between
Mrs. Henry Dumas presented
Murray High School Tiger Band a lesson on "Clothing Guideposts"
jrid the sweepstakes trophy at the at a meeting of West Hazel Homelone Oak Invitational Band Fesmakers Club held at the home of
tival
Mrs. Otto Erwin.
Births reported include a boy

Todayinillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 22,
the 265th day of 2005. There are
100 days left in the year. Autumn
arrives at 6:23 p.m. EDT.
'Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 22. 1776, Nathan Hale
+vas hanged as a spy by the British
during the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1789. Congress authorized
the office of Postmaster-General.
In 1792. the French Republic

was proclaimed.
In 1927. Gene Tunney successfully defended his heavyweight
boxing title against Jack Dempsey
in the famous "long-count' fight
in Chicago.
In 1949, the Soviet Union
exploded its first atomic bomb.
In 1950. Omar N. Bradley was
promoted to the rank of five-star
general, joining an elite group that
included Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Douglas MacArthur, George C.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray City Police Officer Steve
Rubinson and Officer Max, a dog,
inspecting cars in the parking lot
of Murray High School. MHS
Principal Dan Hampton has
requested the police department's
help in keeping the school drugfree. The-photo was by Staff Photographer Jim MaJumes.
Births reported include a girl
to Shana and Chnstopher Hatfield
and a boy to Juanita and Mark
West, Sept. 12: a boy to Darlene
and Tony Dobson, Sept. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Nance
will he married 50 years Sept.
29.
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Blood in the urine has
several potential causes

Daughter feels betrayed that
dad kept bad health a secret
DEAR ABBY: A few years my parents. While they were
ago, my dad was diagnosed going out every night, we could
with a fatal degenerative dis- have shared some time with him
ease. My parents moved down before it was too late. Although
South because the warmer cli- I cry every time I see Dad. I
mate helps Dad's condition. feel I maybe don't have as
Mom takes much sympathy as I should.
care of him, Knowing he kept a secret like
and every that has altered our relationsecond of ship. When Mom calls and comthe day she's plains that she has no life and
very has to do everything by herself, I want to say she did it
stressed.
My sib- to herself. My siblings and I
lings and I are not selfish. We would have
live in the done everything for our father.
Please tell me if I'm being
Dear Abby Northeast
and don't get overly emotional. Didn't 1 have
to see them the right to know? Am I entiBy Abigail
Van Buren
as often as tled to be angry, or should I
we'd like.
let it go? -- CONFUSED
A year before Dad got sick, DAUGHTER IN PHILLY
my parents seemed to go
DEAR CONFUSED: No
through a positive mid-life cri- one -- and I mean no one -sis. They lost weight,found new knows how he or she will
friends, partied every night. react to the kind of diagnosis
They rarely saw us or talked your father received. He and
with us because they were yout mother chose to cram as
busy. They seemed to be enjoy- much "celebration" as they
ing the next stage of their life could into the good time he
together. If I complained, they had left. I can't judge his decisaid they were "having a life sion, and for your own sake.
now" because raising kids had neither should you.
Yes, it might have been bettaken all their time.
My brother recently confid- ter had you been told. But
ed to me my parents were you would have naturally
sowing their wild oats then become upset, and your Dad
because Dad knew he was get- wanted gaiety and no reminders
ting sick. He knew he was on of what was coming. That was
borrowed time and he'd have his choice, and he shouldn't
to sell his business and give be punished for it.
up driving. He told no one
Consider this: The "good
hut Mother.
time" is the time your father
I am extremely upset with has left. Please don't waste
another second of it dwelling
on something that can't be
changed.
•••
Marshall and Henry H. "Hap"
DEAR ABBY: I'm not sure
Arnold.
In 1964, the musical "Fiddler
how to handle this. My acrosson the Roof opened on Broadthe-street neighbor, "Joe,"
way. beginning a run of 3,242
watches adult-rated movies at
performances.
least twice a week. He turns
In 1975. Sara Jane Moore
the volume up so loud I can
attempted to shoot President Ford
hear the moans and suggesoutside a San Francisco hotel, but
tive dialogue well into the wee
missed.
hours of the morning. (Last
In 1980, the Persian Gulf connight it went on until about
flict between Iran and Iraq erupt2:30 a.m.) The family who
ed into full-scale war.
lives next door to Joe has two
daughters, 12 and 14 years
old. I'm not sure if they can
hear those movies as I do, but
our houses are all on very
small lots. It's disturbing to
think that they do.
The last thing I want to do
is knock on Joe's door midmovie, but this is getting ridiculous. I'm not sure what the
other neighbors think -- it's
too embarrassing to mention.
Please tell me what to do. -EMBARRASSED IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR EMBARRASSED:
Write your neighbor a polite
letter: "Perhaps you are not
aware that the sound of your
late-night entertainment travels across the street. Because
minor children live so close
by, won't you please close your
windows and/or turn the volume down? Thank you. Your
neighbor."

DEAR DR. GOTT: During a physical examination in
1993, I was found to have
hematuria. This happened again
last week.
My doctor
says not to
conbe
cerned.
Well, I am.
Is the concern justified?
DEAR
READER:
Dr. Gott Unexplained
By
bleeding in
Dr. Peter Gott any part of
the body is always cause for
concern. You are completely
correct. Hematuria (blood in
the urine) can reflect the presence of kidney stones, urinary
infection, polyps (and other
benign growths) and cancer of
the urinary tract.
In my opinion, you should
be referred to a urologist, who
will perform a urine culture,
an IVP (kidney X-ray) and —
perhaps — cystoscopy (examination of the lower urinary tract
and bladder).
Although some instances of
hematuria are not associated
with any recognizable disease,
those that are should be treated appropriately, depending on
the cause.
Because I mentioned urinary infection as one possible
cause, I am sending- you a
copy of my Health Report
"Bladder and Urinary Tract
Infections."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
been told I have osteitis pubis.
What do you know about this

condition, and what can be
done for it'?
DEAR READER: Osteitis
pubis is a rare condition marked
by inflammation where the
pubic bones meet in the lower
groin. Although usually an incidental finding on X-rays taken
for other purposes, the affliction can lead to chronic pain
and is associated with a wide
range of causes, including
pelvic surgery, pregnancy, urinary infections and arthritis.
Treatment is usually not necessary because osteitis pubis
customarily resolves after several weeks or months. However, in the presence of pain,
physicians often prescribe analgesics or cortisone injections
into the affected area. The
affliction is not a hazard to
health.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Managing Chronic Pain."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
been diagnosed with diverticulosis of the colon.' Is there
medical treatment or medication that will get rid of the
problem?
DEAR READER: As we
age, almost all of us will develop diverticulosis, the presence
of sacs or pockets in the lining of the large intestine. The
condition is harmless, and there
is no Way to prevent or eliminate it.
Sometimes these pockets
become inflamed leading to
abdominal pain, gas and bleeding. Called diverticulitis, this
disorder requires antibiotics
and, on occasion, surgery.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+53
V K 75 2
•Q 104
•K Q 6 2
WEST
EAST
•A 8
•9 7 2
•Q J 4
V 10 8 6 3
•AK92
•8 5
+10854
44 9 7 3
SOUTH
•KQJ 1064
VA9
•J 7 6 3
46 A
The bidding:
N orth
East
South
West
Pass
4•
Pass
Dble
Opening lead --- king of diamonds.
Dear Mr, Recker: I am writing to
you from Sing Sing prison, where I
recently acquired a rent-free apartment for life due to the sudden
demise of a friend of mine with
whom I had a violent difference of
opinion.
We have a large group here that
greatly enjoys bridge, but lately there
has been quite a bit of friction among
us and some very unkind words have
been directed toward me. It all began
with this deal.
1 was West and doubled South, a

four-time loser, after he opened the
bidding with four spades. 1 led the
king of diamonds, and when my partner signaled with the eight, I continued with the ace.
There was now no question about
my leading another diamond,
because I knew East would ruff, but
I did not know whether to lead the
nine or the deuce.
Yoe we, East and I play suitpreference signals. I knew that if I
led the nine, he would return a heart,
while if I led the two, he would
return a club. As you have said many
times, in this situation a high card
asks for the high suit, and a low card
asks for the low suit. In this case,
though, I did not want either suit
returned. What I wanted was a trump
return, so that I could give my partner another ruff.
I solved the problem very neatly
by playing the 9-2 together! I then
apologized to South, saying: -Oh,
I'm sorry, but I'll play either card
you want. It really doesn't matter."
East, who wasn't born yesterday,
grasped the situation immediately.
After ruffing the diamond, he
returned a trump. As a result. South
went down two instead of one. Judging from the way South reacted to all
this, 1 must say I think he is a sore
loser.
Sincerely, No. 31416.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
ONO< l• Fetus Syraiscate Inc
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Schedule furnace
check-up before winter
(HIT)-All heating systems should be serviced periodically by a qualified contractor to
ensure top performance, according to the American Gas Association. Such maintenance will
help ensure safe and efficient operation.
Spnng and summer months are often good times to schedule a professional inspection of
fuel-burning residential appliances. Just as car and truck owners take time to maintain safe
operation of their vehicles by checking brakes, the engine and other mechanical parts periodically, residents should monitor the safe operation and use of home appliances, AGA says.
Heating contractors should follow the manufacturer's maintenance guidelines for each unit in accordance with local building codes and regulations. AGA
says.
The check-up should include:
Il Inspection of the furnace vent system;
Il removal of any leaves, nests, or other
obstructions from inside the chimney;
IN replacement or cleaning of the air filter;
II lubrication of the blower motor;
replacement of blower belts, if necessary;
II cleaning of pilots and burner chamber;
•removal of dust and lint from furnace vents, registers and baseboard heaters; and
•cleaning and adjusting of thermostats.
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Vanity Tops • Kitchen Counter Tops
Shower Doors • Mirrors
Ceramic Tile • Bath Ribs & Showers
Visit Our Showroom Mon.-Fri. 8-4

Residential &
Commercial
Painting & Spraying
FULLY INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES
In-Shop Spraying For Cabinets & Indoor Furnitu

L753-2407

7554979

Sammy Tidwell

Paul Myhill

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th St.•Murray, KY•753-5719

Recreating the elegance
of the past and the future.,
Jack Wallis • DOORS'
and STAINED GLASS
SINCE 1971
• Custom Design • Hand Crafted by Artisans
• Thermo Panels Available • Available With or
Without Glas,
• Affordable and Energy Efficient
• Made From Kiln-Dried Hard Woods
2985 Butterworth Rd., Murray •(270)
489-2613
www.waillastainedglass.com
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Energy efficiency projects to
prepare your home for winter
(HIT) - Homeowners across the
nation felt the pain last winter of
higher heating prices. This winter
costs are expected to rise drarnatically - even higher than last year.
Fortunately, homeowners can prepare now by making energy-efficient improvements, according to
the Department of Energy.
To get you started, the
CertainTeed Home Institute suggests the following tasks:
Upgrade attic insulation. If
your home was built before 1990,
chances are it needs more insulation
to meet today's DOE recommended
levels for residential insulation.
Insulate yourself with products like
CertainTeed's fiber glass insulation.
Consult your building material
retailer for the amount of insulation
you'll need for your attic based on
the geographic area in which you
live. Or call a local insulation contractor.

• Make sure even the small
areas you might not think about are
insulated. Chink around windows
and doors, packing around window
air conditioners and electric outlets.
You can also wrap pipes and HVAC
ducts for thermal efficiency and
sound proof around plumbing fixtures.
III Prepare your heating system to
begin working again. For safety reasons and because of the complexity
of most home heating equipment, it
is suggested that you call a qualified
professional heating technician for
inspection and service. These
experts are available through your
gas or oil supplier. Also, consider a
professional chimney sweep to
check fireplaces and wood stoves.
•Install an automatic setback or
programmable
thermostat.
Programmable thermostats can
lower or raise home temperatures
around your living schedule. When

you're working, program it to a
cooler temperature, in the 60s.
When you're back, raise it into the
70s. These measures can help you
save up to 10 percent on your annual heating and cooling bill.
II Weatherstrip, caulk and seal.
Check to see that all air cracks
around window and door facings,
electrical box openings and plumbing penetrations, the joints of corner
trim and siding and the joints of roof
eaves are caulked and weatherstripped to avoid heat loss.
III Install special fireplace
devices. Many fireplaces have the
capability to circulate warm air in a
room through vent systems. Some
also have automatic flue dampers
which open when the fireplace is in
use, but close automatically when it
is not to keep heat from escaping
through the chimney. See what you
have. You may want to look into this
type of device if you don't already
have one.

LUMBERTERIA • LUMBERTERIA • L,UMBERTERIA • LUMBERTERIA

NEED MONEY
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Gas logs add value to vintage fireplaces
(HIT)-Natural gas fireplace equipment is
gaining in popularity, as consumers seek
greater convenience and an alternative to
the environmental and health effects associated with woodburning fireplaces
Along uith
and stoves.
Natural gas firegas logs.
places resemble
add an
wood-burning fireplaces.
but include
elegant
ceramic logs that
cast-iron
give the appearfirehack
ance of burning
wood when surto your
rounded by flames
fireplace to
fed by a gas jet. No
chimney
or existpromote heat
ing fireplace is
transfer into
needed, because
gas firenatural
the rimm.
places can be vent:A directly through
an outside wall. Some can be turned on and
off with a remote control.

Many consumers prefer natural gas fireplaces because of the convenience — no
wood to chop and stack, no ashes to clean
and no smoldering cinders at bedtime.
In an effort to improve air quality and
assist individuals with respiratory sensitivities, many communities ban or limit the use
of wood-burning fireplaces and woodstoves.
These wood-burning units are one of the
largest sources of the tiny "particulates" that
aggravate breathing problems. especially in
children., and cause visible air population,
according to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
Sales of natural gas hearth products are
growing 20 to 35 percent each year. far
more than the modest 5 percent of the fireplace market as a whole, according to the
Gas Research Institute.
More than one out of every four new
fireplaces burns natural gas. because
builders and consumers increasingly choose
gas hearth products over traditional woodburning fireplaces.

HIT Ptiot

Old fireplace, but with new functionality. This seventy-something-year-old
fireplace was recently updated with natural gas fed ceramic logs providing a
convenient and economical alternative to burning wood.
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Give nature a hand with stump removal
By TRESA ERICKSON
MuttiAdBuilder

stumps. Add some mulch on top of the tarp around each stump and soak it with water. In
addition to keeping the stumps moist, the wet mulch will weigh down the tarp and prevent

You did it. You cut down the last dead tree in your yard this weekend and now you're
left with a pile of wood and several ugly stumps. If you're lucky, you'll burn that pile of
wood in two or three winters. Getting rid of the stumps, on the other hand, might not be so
easy. You could dig them up, but that will take hours of back-breaking work. You could rent
a stump grinder, but that will leave a dent in your pocketbook. You could let the stumps
decompose naturally, but that will take years.
A better alternative might be to speed up the decomposition process and get rid of
the stumps without a lot of expense or backbreaking work.
Sound like a good idea? Read on to learn more.
With some work and patience, you can easily get rid of the tree
stumps in your yard. First, you'll need to gather the necessary
supplies: a chain saw and drill, some plastic tarp and some highnitrogen fertilizer and garden mulch. Next, you'll need to cut
each stump as close to the ground as possible with a chain saw.
Don't get too close to the ground, or you'll dull the chain. After
you've leveled all of the stumps, drill several holes a few inches

,

deep into each stump. The bigger and deeper the holes, the better.
Fill the holes with water and a fertilizer high in nitrogen.
Manure will work, as will a commercial-grade 45-0-0 fertiliz-

I

it from blowing away. If needed, you can also lay some heavy stones on the
tarp.
Periodically remove the mulch and tarp from each stump and
soak the ground and stump again. Add more fertilizer, reapply
the tarp and mulch, and hose down the stumps. Then sit back,
relax and wait for the stumps to rot. Depending upon the size of
the stumps and how well the process is working, it could take
several weeks or months for each of them to rot out. Once one
does, all you'll need to do is grab a shovel and dig it out. The
stump should be decomposed enough that it comes out easily.
Speeding up the decomposition process with water and nitrogen is not the only alternative to removing tree stumps. You can also
purchase a chemical stump remover from your local hardware store
and apply it to the stump. It will break down the wood fibers and leave
the stump porous enough for you to burn it away with kerosene. However,
depending upon where you live, this method may not be an option for you.
If it isn't, try speeding up the decomposition process with water and
nitrogen. It may take longer than grinding or digging the stump out,
but it will be worth it in the long run with the amount of money
and hard work you'll save.
With patience and diligence, you can remove all of those
unsightly tree stumps in your yard. More importantly, you can do it
without hours of backbreaking work or a major dent in your wallet.

er. When you're finished, hose down each of the stumps and
the surrounding ground with water and cover them with plastic tarp. This will help retain moisture in and around the
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Seasonal fires are preventable ones
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Fall and winter are the seasons firefighters find themselves responding to preventable fires. With wood-burning stove,
kerosene heaters, candles and fireplaces,
there are more opportunities for blazes to
threaten lives and structures.
Murray Fire Marshal Dickie Walls said
some unwanted flames can be prevented by
obeying some safety precaution.
Walls said the key to burning wood safely is to ensure the site — whether it be a
wood-burning stove or fireplace — is well
vented. Inspect chimneys and selected seasoned wood before depending on the fireplace to keep the house warm.
And pay attention to what is being
burned.
"Don't burn trash in the fireplace or
wood-burning stove," Walls said. "Some
people will try to do that. It produces
residue and toxic fumes in your home."
Portable heaters are popular in the winter, hut precaution should also be taken with
them. Walls recommends keeping any
heaters at least 3 feet from any combustible
materials, including furniture.
"Historically, we have had at least one
fire started by a wall heater, people having

you need to have a carbon monoxide detector to warn of any dangers with carbon
monoxide in the air," Walls said.
Candles are the theme of the annual Fire
Prevention Week. The National Fire
Protection Association chose the theme, but
the Murray Fire Department will use it in its
activities with schools and other community groups. The week is slated to begin Oct.
8, but because local schools are on fall
break that week the prevention activities
will continue throughout the month.
People burning candles need to make
sure they remember to blow them out, and
Walls recommends not burning them any
longer than 20 minutes at a time.
"We see some problems with them,"
Walls said. "'The main think is leaving them
unattended. They leave the room and forget
they are burning."
Also, it's a good idea, Walls said, to keep
candles out of children's rooms.
Anytime of the year. Walls best advice is
to make sure homes are equipped with
smoke detectors. MFD will install smoke
detectors for anyone interested. Walls said
he also can provide general fire safety
inspections and help families organize
Internet photo escape plans. Walls can be reached at 762Is well 0320.
fireplace
or
stove
the
is
ensure
to
wood
The key to safely burning
vented

them too close to couches," Walls said of a
typical winter.
Heaters should be UL listed and have a
tip-over control that shuts the appliance off
should it fall. Don't use any heaters with
cracked or frayed cords.

Kerosene heaters use only kerosene as
their fuel. Walls reminds people. And don't
refuel them while they're hot. Users should
also purchase a carbon monoxide detector at
a local hardware store.
"If you are using the kerosene heaters,
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Upgrading your homeowner's insurance

It's something you don't want
to forget if you're remodeling
(ARA) — Home remodels are a smart
move: they help keep your house up-to-date
and comfortable, while further increasing
the value of your house and property. But
when the job is done, don't just sit back and
admire the work. Pick up the phone. call
your agent and increase the amount of
insurance you carry on your home.
The U.S. Census Bureau of the
Department of Commerce reports that
expenditures for improvements and repairs
of residential properties in 2004 were estimated at $198.6 billion. However, as homeowners are spending billions on improving
their home and property, many are not adequately adjusting their homeowners insurance to cover their home's new value.
A recent survey of homeowners uncovered a coverage gap that can make for financial
headaches
if
disaster
hits.
Commissioned by Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company and conducted by
Harris Interactive, the survey revealed a
troubling knowledge gap among a majority
of affluent homeowners of their insurance
coverage.
"Unfortunately, it is often not until a disaster such as fire or hurricane strikes that

homeowners realize they haven't reevaluated their homeowners insurance to include
recent remodels," says Scott Garfield, vice
president, personal insurance, Fireman's
Fund Insurance Company. "Homeowners
are suddenly faced with the harsh reality
that their insurance policy covers what their
house used to be -- a two-bedroom fixerupper, not the state-of-the-art four bedroom
it has become."
According to the survey, while 94 percent of the respondents nationwide stated
that the value of their home increased during the past five years, more than a quarter
(27 percent) said they had not increased
their insurance coverage. Some of the most
common reasons cited were lack of time to
look into the need to increase coverage and
simply not knowing that they needed to
change the policy's limits to reflect a
home's change in value.
If you are spending the time and money
making upgrades to your home and property this summer, be sure to give your insurance agent a quick call to ensure the true
value of your home will be covered in the
unfortunate event of a disaster.
Experts recommend reviewing your

Courtesy of ARA Content
insurance coverage on an annual basis to
make sure that upgrades to the home and its
contents are included. Going through the
following checklist will help ensure that
your home is adequately covered, and could
save you money as well

What is the replacement value
of your house?
Your homeowners insuranet should be
based on the replacement value of your
home, not the market value. Work with your
insurance agent to calculate the replacement

cost of your home, including current cost of
labor and materials. Especially if you live in
an older home, replacing items such as leaded glass windows, solid brass fixtures and
hand-painted tiles could prove costly. Also,
take into consideration any changes in
building codes. Changes in building codes
could mean that you would need to upgrade
windows, add safety rails, or upgrade
plumbing and electrical systems.

Have you made any significant

See Page 8
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Wood care's not that complicated
valued above $1,000?
changes to your home?
Remodeling and redecorating can add to
the replacement value of your home, so
changes should be considered when evaluating your homeowners insurance. Major
upgrades such as remodeling kitchens and
baths; building porches, garages or other
structures: refinishing the basement; adding
a home theatre or media center can significantly add to the value of your home, but so
can seemingly minor changes such as
upgrading fixtures, adding expensive wall
covenngs, faux finishes or window coverings, and landscaping. Discuss improvements or additions with your agent to ensure
adequate coverage.

Have you taken a home
inventory lately?
You should have an imentory of everything in your home you would want
replaced in the event of a disaster. Not just
furniture and furnishings, but also clothing
and collections of any kind including art,
hooks, DVD.CD. wine. etc. Update this list
annually and let your agent know of any
major changes.

Have you recently bought
jewelry, fine art, silver or furs

Valuables worth more than $1,000 may
not be adequately covered under a basic
homeowner's policy and should be "scheduled." Discuss this with your agent.

business?
Don't rely on your homeowners' policy
to protect your home business. In addition
to coverage for office equipment such as
computers and fax machines. your business
may require coverage separate from your
homeowners' policy. Discuss endorsements
to your existing policy with your agent.

Have you installed an alarm
system?
If your home upgrades included centralstation fire or burglar alarms with 24-hour
monitoring, your insurance rates might
decrease.

Are your homeowners and
auto insurance with different
companies?
Insui mg your home and car with the
same company may save you money, and
having one insurance agent will simplify
your life.

By ROSEMARY SADEZ FRIEDMANN
Scnpps Howard News Service
How about some remedies for repairing slightly damaged wood furniture?
First a caveat: Always read and follow product instructions carefully before starting, not once all else fails. And always check with the manufacturer of the wood furniture to be sure that what you intend to use is suitable for that type of wood. And,
as a last precaution, test the product on a small, inconspicuous corner,just in case.
Now, on to specifics:
A cigarette burn can be rubbed with a scratch-concealing polish or with some
linseed oil mixed with rottenstone. Always rub in the direction of the grain.
Heat marks can be rubbed out gently with extra-fine 0000 steel wool. Another
solution is to wipe marred area with a cloth that has been dampened with camphorated oil or mineral spirits. Again, rub in the direction of the grain. After removing
the spot, wipe clean and wax or polish the wood to restore the luster.
Spilled nail polish might seem like a disaster, but in this case maybe not. First,
blot the spill immediately, then rub with fine steel wool that has been dipped in wax.
Finally, wipe clean and wax or polish.
What if paint is dripped onto the wood? If it is still wet and is a latex paint, simply remove it with water as quickly as possible. If it is oil-based paint, use mineral
spirits rather than water. But if the paint has dried, soak the spot in boiled linseed
oil. Wait until the paint has softened, then lift it very carefully with a putty knife.
Again, wax and polish when done.
Tape or other sticky paper that seems to have adhered for life to the wood can be
removed by thoroughly dampening the paper with salad oil. Wait about five minutes,
then rub the spot with that extra-fine 0000 steel wool.
Candle wax or gum comes off easily after hardening it with an ice cube that has
been wrapped in a cloth. A putty knife should be able to lift it at this point. If there
is still some residue left, go get that extra-fine 0000 steel wool.
What about water rings? Often the rings are in the wax and not in the wood
itself. Try covering the stain with a thick, clean blotter that is pressed down with a
warm iron. This process might need to be repeated a couple of times to get the ring
completely out. If that doesn't work, try rubbing the rings with salad oil, mayonnaise
or white toothpaste. As usual, when done, wipe clean, wax and polish.
Rosemary Sadez Friedmann, an interior designer in Naples, Fla., is author of
"Mystery of'Color."

Whether it's your very first home or your dream home, Regions Mortgage
can help you finance it. As one of the nation's top 20 residential mortgage
loan originators and servicers, we offer a variety of mortgage options to
choose from. And since we know buying a home can be stressful, we do
everything possible to make the mortgage approval process easy and
hassle-free.
For more information, and to learn more about our special offer of $200
off closing costs, contact Carolyn Todd at the Downtown Murray Office:
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AGA: Gas heaters
provide more hot
water than electric

(1HIT)-Natural gas water heaters provide
more hot water faster and less expensively
than electric water heaters, according to the
American Gas Association (AGA).
When purchasing a new hot water heater,
make your decision based on the price tag
of the appliance and its estimated operating
costs. AGA says a natural gas water heater
can operate for about half the cost of an
electric water heater, making the gas water
heater a considerably better buy over the
appliance's lifetime, even though the gas
unit may initially appear to be more expensive.
Natural gas water heaters come in a wide
range of sizes and features so you can easily select one that matches your family's
needs. Look at the federally-required yellow Energy Guide label on the water heater
to determine the unit's estimated annual
cost, as well as the amount of maximum
amount of hot water that it can supply in a
one-hour period.
To get maximum efficiency from a water
heater:

•Drain water from the faucet located at
the bottom of the heater several times a
year.
II Use cold water to wash and rinse
clothing, unless it's heavily soiled.
• Set the water heater at "normal," or
about 120 degrees, in order to save energy
and reduce the risk of scalding. If your dishwasher is an older style that lacks a hot
water booster, you may wish to set your
water heater at 140 degrees in order to sanitize dishes and install a special valve to
keep the hotter water from coming out
household faucets.
IN Keep burners clean and have the
appliance checked when furnace and other
home heating equipment undergoes annual
servicing.
II If the pilot light goes out, follow manufacturers instructions for relighting. If any
difficulty occurs, turn the controls off and
call a plumber or heating dealer. If you
smell gas, call your local gas company.

PORTER
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Preparing lawn for spring
is best done in fall
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Fall is the best time of the year to prepare your
lawn for the growing of grass, shrubs, and trees
come spring.
Chris Maley, owner and operator of Maley
Lawn and Landscape Services on South Fourth
Street in Murray, says lawn renovation is the hot
topic in groundskeeping today and he has some
tips to offer that will help ensure everything will
be healthy, green, and growing.
This is the best time of the year to prepare
your lawn for the next season," he said. "The
main reasons for that are soil temperatures are
Photo provided
warm this time of year and there's reduced weed
pressure. That usually occurs in the springtime, so Maley Lawn and Landscape Services
now there is less competition and that will give owner and operator Chris Maley says soil
temperatures are at their best for prepthe plant's roots an opportunity to develop."
Maley said if you make a move to prepare your ping one's lawn.
lawn during a period through September to midmertime around here we typically we get dry."
October it will be better able to endure the
Of course fertilizer is important.
inevitable summer drought and give your land-Generally speaking, this is a great time of
scape a better chance to survive.
year to fertilize. Use a slow-release product," he
"A lot of people get spring fever and a lot of said.
"What that will do is sustain a gradual feedpeople assume that that's the best time of year, but
ing so that your plants won't shoot up overnight."
that's really the second best time of year," he said.
Maley said the whole objective of a good fer"What we're trying to do is get the plants started
and get their roots developed because in the sumSee Page 12

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Randy Sanderson, of Rolling Hills Nursery on U.S. 641, recommends preparing your lawn for next spring by fertilizing and
planting bulbs in the fall. Now is a good time to get daffodil, pansy
and bulbs for other flowering plants in the ground because some
types may not be available in the spring. .

Come Chock Out Our
Let us help you accessorize your
home this fall with our new arrivals!
Including:
*Harvest potpourri,
sprays and candles
*Harvest Florals
*Jute Rugs
*Bedroom Furniture,
Upholstered Seating
•And Mirrors...
ALL ON SALE!

AN Benjamin Moore raints

hardwood floor,ceramic 8,
Laminate Flooring

Custom Window
Treatments

In-Store Decorating
Consultation

Pierlimports
Life more interesting

Chestnut Street• Murray

1204 Johnson Blvd.(Behind Walter's Pharmacy) • 759-4979
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Time is getting late though for
fertilizing trees, shrubbery
From Page 11
tilizer program is to sustain good color.
"You do that through small increments of
fertilizer," he said. "What we do is we come in
early September and then again just before the
leaves drop in October. As a business we try to
do it by Oct. 15."
It's also important to lay down some lime
pellets to help offset the acidic affect of falling
leaves.
"If you have a lot of trees and a lot of leaves
it's not a bad idea to have some lime put down,"
he said. "The trees will naturally acidify your
soil."
Having your soil tested is also important and
will tell you what you need to do to your yard.
"Before somebody does anything I always
recommend getting a soil test and they can do
that at the local extension office," Maley said.
"Bring in about a cup full of soil, drop that off,
and you will get an analysis. There's really no
point in doing anything until you know what
you've got."
Lastly. Maley said leaf removal is important.
"If you leave the leaves on your lawn for too
long, it rains, and they get wet it will smother
any renovation work you did," he said. "So do
your renovation now and keep your eyes toward
the fall and get those leaves up, that would be
my recommendation."

Meanwhile, Randy Sanderson, manager of
Rolling Hills Nursery on U.S. 641 North, said
now is the time to get your yard seeded for
growing grass and getting flower bulbs in the
ground for fall and the coming spring season.
"Now is the perfect time to do seeding and
over-seeding of cool-season grasses like fescue
and bluegrass," Sanderson said. "You should
also be fertilizing now... in September, October
and November."
However, Sanderson noted that it is getting a
little late in the year to fertilize trees and shrubbery.
"That could stimulate new growth which
could be hurt in a freeze," he said. "What you
could do now is be trimming back evergreens
and deciduous trees."
Now is a good time to plant those tulip and
daffodil bulbs, according to Sanderson.
"A lot of people come in while they're
blooming and expect to buy the bulbs then, but
actually now is a better time to buy those and
get them planted," he said. "Generally, they're
not even available in the spring."
Now is a very good time to plant pansies.
"They'll bloom through the fall and into the
winter and then even in the spring they will continue to bloom as the bulbs come up," he said.
"They make a real colorful display in the yard."
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Prune shrubsfor low
maintenance future
By MAUREEN GILMER
DIY Network
(SHNS)-- "It should never look as though it
has been pruned." That was the advice my mentor gave. He was a big believer in natural pruning
to keep shrubs in bounds. I would learn later
through trial and error that he was exactly right;
its pruning mistakes that turn ordinary shrubs
into ugly, high maintenance monsters.
Inevitably, shrubs, whether deciduous or
evergreen, grow too large for the space provided.
They may crowd walks and gates or encroach
onto driveway or parkway. But because they are
Maureen Gilmer is a horticulthe backbone of the landscape, they are among the tu • t and host of
"Weekend
most important of all landscape plants. Longevity Gardening"on DIY Network.
can extend their presence for decades, an invest- E- il her at
ment in time too valuable to risk destroying with rati(atimoplants.com. For
improper pruning.
more information, visit
The vast majority of shrubs do not require any www.moplants.com or
pruning at all. They will grow into their natural
WWW.dlynetWOrk.00m
shapes without any help from you. But when they
overgrow to crowd or become a nuisance, you have no choice but to alter their
dimensions. However, whipping out the electric hedge clipper is not the magic
bullet for this problem. In fact, it can actually increase long-term maintenance.
See Page 13
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With fall around the corner...looking to repair,
remodel, refinance orjust looking for a
new home? Come in or call.
Home Financing Packages Tailored lb Your Needs
Convenient Fixed Rates and Adjustable Rates
Closing Costs Can Usually be Rolled into the Loan
Take Advantage of our Pre-Approval Program

10,bal
Oartgage
dLink Ltc.
Doing husinew: ,n the MurrayCalloway area since 1997'
www.globalmtigiink.com

Call one of our friendly

loan orginators today

270-753-7407
111 N. 12th St., Suite B
Murray, KY 42071

Appropriate care is vital to extending the life of shrubs
Natural pruning, as I learned, it will
take you longer to do the job than shearing, but you'll have to do it so infrequently
that its really the low maintenance solution.
A shrub that is too tall and blocking the
living room window needs to be resized. If
you spread the branches and look inside
you'll see the branching structure. This
allows you to discern which limbs are supporting that problem-causing top growth. If
you cut the limbs deep inside the plant,
others will remain on top to cover up the
cut point completely.
Apply this same idea to the sides of
any shrub that is growing too wide. Look
inside, find out what branches support the
straying twigs and cut them deep inside the
plant. In the process you'll you learn a lot
about the kind of branching that particular
shrub produces. And it shows you what
sized twigs support the new or more desirable growth.
After a natural pruning you should not
we any blunt cut ends. You'll also have
larger pieces that are easy to gather and
carry away. This is preferable to frustrating
confetti-like shreds of leaf that inevitably
follows shearing. And there is no recovery
time with natural pruning because the plant
retains its shape: it's just smaller.

or the trunk and base of the branches that
support the mass of foliage above. The reason for this exposure is lack of exposure. If
the foliage head at the top of the shrub is
wider than the sides, like a pyramid standing on its point, the twigs and foliage
around the bottom are in perpetual shade.
The plant will naturally drop these bottom
leaves for lack of light. Once they disappear it is almost impossible to get them
back with some shrubs.
To retain beautiful skirts, always prune
the top half slightly narrower than the bottorn. Even if its just an inch or two, that is
often enough to ensure adequate exposure

"Stinging(Tha5lote(To
On 7Not

SHNS photo

Natural pruning ensures that flowering shrubs continue to bloom abundantly.
Natural pruning also maximizes flowering and fruits. Shearing is an indiscriminate cutter and it will take off the tips
where flowers and fruit are formed. This
can eliminate color altogether, rendering
beautiful flowering shrub into a green
mass. Plants carefully pruned will retain
growth from this year, last year and the
year before, which allows for the widest
range of flowering wood.
With time, shrubs can show their legs,

to the lowest foliage. Not only does it
make the plant appear more natural, the
lowest foliage also serves by blocking out
light and thus preventing vleeds. With
exposed legs, it's quite common to develop
weed problems in the vacant area beneath
the shrub.
Shrubs can be as long-lived as trees,
making it vital that you treat them with
appropriate care. How much is a big rhododendron worth? When it can't be
replaced, it's priceless. Don't sacrifice them
to electric hedge clippers and doom yourself to a life of shrub servitude.

I.i

•Professional Installation

•Free In-Home Estimates
'All Major Brands of Ceramic,
•Financing Available
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood, Laminate
.100% Satisfaction Guaranteed and Commercial Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Toll Free - Office:(866) 936-6600 • Cell:(270) 293-8086

Improve The Natural Beauty of Your
Home With Durable Decking and Railing.
• Aluminum
Reinforcements
• Square or Turned
Balusters
• No Visible Screws

Fall Harvest Day
Saturday, September 24
Hourly Sales
Hours Item Featured

Fairway Vinyl Systems

Forest Pansy Redbucl
Dwarf Nandina
Foster Holly
Grey Owl Juniper
Flower Carpet Rose
Hosta
China Holly
Tree Hydrangea

49.99
14.99
45.00
20.00
20.00
7.99
22.00

90.00

20.00
7.50
22.50
10.00
10.00

3/10.00
11.00
45.00

Now Available At

ALL FOUNTAINS 1/3 OFF
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The 'Great Outdoors'
is great for cooking
By RONDA ADDY
MultiAdBuilder
You love to cook outside but running
back and forth between the kitchen and the
gnIl and lugging the food and utensils
inside just isn't worth it. Luck for you. having an outdoor kitchen could help eliminate
some of the hassle. An outdoor kitchen will
not only afford you a much better view. but
will also allow you to keep the cooking
odors, smoke and grease outside.
Other reasons you might want to consider an outdoor kitchen include:
III If you grill often and want to streamline the process.
• If you have guests at your cookout
and they tend to congregate around you and
watch you cook.
• If you have a deck or patio that you
would like to start using more often.
II If you want to use your grill for something other than burgers and hot dogs.
• If your house gets really hot in the
summer.

photo
An outdoor kitchen can be as simple
or as fancy as you want It.

See Page 15
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Your budget can help plan
your outdoor kitchen

Ten questions you should ask a
contractor's previous customers

From Page 14
An outdoor kitchen sounds like a great Oro, but
what should you look for in one? Here are some
questions to consider:
• What kind of cooking will you be doing and
how often?
• What kind of entertaining will you be doing?
Will there be large or small groups? Will you be eating outside or inside?
• What kind of space will you have for furniture?
• What time of the year will you be using the
kitchen?
• Will the kitchen components be permanently
installed or will you be able to move them?
An outdoor kitchen can be as simple or fancy as
you want. The only limit is your budget. What do
you want to have in your outdoor kitchen? Let's
start with the grill. Do you want a grill that you can
move around and take with you if you move? If so,
then you are going to want a grill with wheels.
These are the most common and you can find them
in all sizes with a variety of features.
If you want a permanent one, then you will need
grill that can be put into a specific space
built-in
a
with countertops and a base unit. This type of setup
can also provide a workspace and storage. When
planning your setup, be sure there is plenty of room
for foot traffic and for people to sit and talk away
from the grilling area.

Choosing and hiring a professional remodeling contractor for your home improvement needs may take
time, but the chance of shoddy work, excessive costs
and legal aggravations should deter homeowners from
snap decisions. While homeowners evaluate professionals to complete a remodel, the National Association
of the Remodeling Industry (NARI), in observance of
May being National Home Improvement Month, recommends they ask the following questions of the contractor's previous customers:
1. Were they able to communicate well with the
remodeler?
2. Were they pleased with the quality of work?
(This is a tough question, since everyone defines
"quality" differently.)
3. Were they satisfied with the remodeier's business practices?
4. Did the crew show up on time?
5. Were they comfortable with the trades people
the remodeler subcontracted to?
6. Was the job completed on schedule?
7. Did the remodeler fulfill his or her contract?
8. Did the remodeler stay in touch throughout the

eortour

pia

"-rOOTZift

project?
9. Were the final details finished in a timely manner?
10. Would you use the remodeler again without
hesitation?
If a homeowner is not satisfied with the answers,
they are urged to keep looking until they find a remodeling contractor with whom they can be comfortable.
NARI is a professional association whose members
voluntarily subscribe to a strict code of ethics.
search
to
wish
may
Consumers
ler
remode
d
www.RemodelToday.com to find a qualifie
who is a member of NARI.
Consumers can also call the NARI National hotline
at 800-611-NARI and request NARI's brochure,"How to
Select a Remodeling Professional," or visit
www.RemodelToday.com and click on the homeowner's guide for more information.
The National Association of the Remodeling Industry
(NARI) is the only trade association dedicated solely to
the remodeling industry. For additional information,
visit NARI's website at www.RemodelToday.com, or
contact the national office at 800-611-NARI.

Clet ititilt ruittiket
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Cold weather will be here before you know it!
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Replacement Warranty —
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How to select a standby generator
(IHIT)-If you are considering a backup generator
purchase, there are important sizing and code requirements that you need to know to insure a sate and adequate standby generator installation.
Sizing the generator takes into account the total
kilowatt (kW) requirements of the electrical equipment
to be served, Undersizing can leave you frustrated
while oversizing is just a waste of money. Pay particular attention to anything with an electric motor.
Starting a motor requires three to seven times the
current used during normal operation. Allowing for this
startup or inrush of current when sizing the generator
is crucial.
Electrical connections to the wiring system of the
home, farm, or business requires a double-throw
transfer switch. This is not a do-it-yourself project!
Involve an experienced electncal contractor to insure
a safe, reliable installation that meets all local and
national code requirements.
Another safety consideration is where the generato" is placed. Unless you vent the generator fumes to
the outside, never locate it inside a building, garage or
basement.
A new publication is now available that contains a
wealth of information about standby generators.
Called "Sizing and Selecting Your Standby
Generator," this 20-page illustrated guide helps homeOwners, farmers and small business owners underhand a correctly sized and safely installed standby
generation system. It explains the various types of

generators available, such as engine or tractor driven,
portable or permanently anchored units.
Three examples are provided to illustrate proper
matching of the electrical capacity to the particular
load requirements. One section is devoted to the need
for a double-throw transfer switch. Also the names,

EFFICIENT

RELIABLE.

locations, and phone numbers of 32 major generator
suppliers are included to assist readers with the selection process.
Learn more about this, and other electrical topics at
www.nfec.org.

DURABLE.
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It's Alive!!! Mold!!!
By RONDA ADDY
MultiAdBuilder
Mold is neither a plant or an animal but it is alive. This
type of fungus is part of a group of living organisms that are
very important to the environment, such as penicillin and
yeast. Household mold, on the other hand, is not beneficial
to anyone or anything. It can be found on food and can grow
on floors, walls, ceilings and personal possessions.
For mold to grow, it requires warmth, moisture and
food. If it doesn't have these items, it will not grow.
However, it will not die either. The mold spores will remain
dormant, and if the warmth, moisture and food return, so
will the mold. There are steps you can take to eliminate
mold in your home. Some of these include:
II Vacuum and clean your home regularly to remove
sources of mold growth. Give bathrooms and other areas
that generate moisture particular attention.
III Use area rugs or washable floor surfaces in places that
are susceptible to moisture. Do not install wall-to-wall carpet as mold can grow under it and spread.
III Store sources of food such as books,clothing or paper
away from humid areas in your home.
•Make sure to repair any water leaks as soon as possible.
, II Clean the refrigerator drip pan according to the manufacturer's instructions. Make sure the doors seal properly.moisture can build up if they don't. Remove mold from door
gaskets and replace faulty ones.
III Keep downspouts and gutters free of debris. Make
sure the area under them is graded so the water is directed
away from your foundation.
•Grade other areas around your foundation so rainwa-

ter will flov away from them. Avoid planting gardens near
your foundation, and when watering your lawn,don't let the
water hit your home or any place near the foundation.
III Open windows or use exhaust fans in the kitchen and
bathroom. The exhaust fans should vent outdoors, not to the
attic or crawlspace.
IM Vent the clothes dryer to the outdoors.
• Make sure any humidifiers do not produce excessive
humidity.
IN Use a dehumidifier in the basement. Cool basement
walls are an excellent source for moisture build-up.
IN Make sure the attic is properly insulated and ventilated.
IN Cover crawl space soil with a piece of waterproof
polyethylene plastic. Close any vents in the summer and
open them in the winter.
IN Clean up any signs of water in your basement or
crawl space and get the problem resolved right away.
Once you have determined and resolved the source of
any mold in your home, you need to address the problem of
getting rid of it. Follow these tips:
•Hang plastic tarps to separate the area from other
areas of the house. That way, the mold spores will stay in
the area you are working in.
MI Wear protective gear (gloves and goggles) and long
sleeves and pants, which can be easily removed in the work
area and washed after handling or cleaning moldy items.
II Use a respirator designed for panicle removal to protect you from breathing in the mold spores.
II Make sure the room you are cleaning is properly ventilated, especially when using bleach.
II Start by removing a small patch of mold to see if you

HIT Photo

Warmth, moisture and food are three components
which can cause mold to grow in your house.
have any kind of allergic reaction. If you do or if there is too
much mold for you to remove yourself, you will need to call
in a professional.
Se2I the moldy items and any rags or items that have
come in contact with the mold in airtight bags and dispose
of them.
If you'd like, you can have a professional come in and
test your home for mold, but it will be expensive and time
consuming. Not only will they need special equipment and
trained technicians. but you won't get the results of the test
back for a few weeks. In the meantime, the mold will continue to grow and get worse. If you do have your home tested, check with your local health department for recommendations for a lab, technician or industrial hygienist and
make sure they take an outdoor sample at the same time
they take one indoors. A higher indoor level will mean the
mold is growing indoors.

Our home is Murray, Kentucky!
Just like yours. So, when the time comes for fall home
improvement, why not talk with the hometown experts at
The Murray Bank about financing your project? Whether
you're contemplating a new addition or just thinking about
new wallpaper and flooring for an existing room, we have
the money to lend. And with all our decisions made
locally, we make the lending process quick and easy, which
is more than we can say for hanging wallpaper. The
Murray Bank - your first step in home improvement!

The1)

Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be

405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
www.themurraybank.com
270-753-5626
Member FDIC
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Change it! Rearrange it!
By TRESA ERICKSON
MultiAdBuilder
Now that fall has settled in and you're
preparing your home for winter, you may
have noticed that some of the rooms in
your home have become drab. You could
perk them up with a fresh coat of paint and
some new furniture and accessories, but
before you go to that extreme, why not try
a simpler approach and rearrange the furniture in your room? You'd be surprised by
how much a new furniture arrangement
will perk up a room and make it appear
warm and inviting.
Nothing picks up a room like a new furniture arrangement. Of course, there is an
art to it. You'll find dozens of magazine
articles, book chapters and TV show segments devoted to the art of furniture
arrangement. No matter where you learn
about it. the basic principles remain the
.same.
bialys the Roos
Take a look around your room. How
many people use it and for what purpose?
Most rooms function in more than one way.
If yours has multiple purposes. make sure
you set up the furniture within the room to
convey those purposes. Put a desk and
reading chair in the corner to create an
office area and a sofa and chair in front of
the fireplace to create a conversation area.
Add a small table next to the window for
playing games. Use area rugs or bookcases
In separate the areas.

Determine the Focal Point
Almost all rooms have a focal point, an
area that naturally draws the eye. Common
focal points include fireplaces, bay windows and other areas of interest. Because
the eye is naturally drawn to the focal point
first, you should arrange your furniture
around it. If you don't have one, you can
create one with a large piece of furniture
like an armoire or a special artwork display
or by painting the wall you'd like to emphasize a different color than the rest of walls.
Create a Flair Mae
Many experts advise homeowners to
draw a floor plan of their room and the furniture pieces within it on graph paper and
use the two to create the ideal arrangement
before moving anything. As you move the
pieces around on your graph, consider the
traffic routes. They should be a minimum
24 inches wide. Arrange the largest pieces
first, allowing ample room between them.
There should be at least 14 inches of space
between the sofa and ottoman or coffee
table and more than eight feet between
pieces in conversational areas. If there is a
television in the room, the chairs and sofas
facing it should be placed three times the
size of the screen from the TV. Next, place
the smaller pieces, making sure you have
enough room to move in and around tables
and to pull out drawers and shelves.
Create a Seas off Raises
Balanced rooms in general are more
pleasing to the eye. Keep yours balanced

by mixing smaller and larger pieces
throughout the room and paying attention
to scale. Don't sandwich a small end table
between two overstuffed chairs on one side
of the room and place an armoire and
Grandfather clock on the other. Instead.
scatter the taller pieces around the room
and pair together furniture pieces of the
same scale. Place the two chairs on each
side of the armoire, move the Grandfather
clock on the other side of the room next to
the fireplace and place the small end table
next to a small chair. Be careful to anchor
furniture pieces-don't leave them sitting
alone-and mix color and pattern throughout
the room.
Give the Rees Stared
Add some visual interest to your room
by putting furniture in places you wouldn't
expect. Pull the sofa into the middle of the
room, anchor it with a sofa table and place
an ottoman under the sofa table for extra
seating. Angle some furniture pieces to
soften the rough edges of the room and add
some plants or a screen for further visual
interest.
With some planning and attention to
detail, you can create a fabulous furniture
arrangement that will make your room pop
and keep those winter, doldrums away. Put
your paintbrushes away and get out your
graph paper and give it a go.

Courtesy of MuttiAdBuilder

There is a sense of art in interior
arrangements.
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Household routines can be something to crow about!
By CAROLE STEWART
(IHIT)-Seasonal household disorders
like ice-dlmaged gutters, a lame lawn
mover, or a bird-infested HVAC system can
drain both the energy pool and pocketbook
for want of a few simple steps. Often as not
ordinary preventive maintenance challenges
require nothing more than smart scheduling
skills to protect a homeowner's sanity and
valuable property.

Lighten Up And Wrfte It Down

Ider
0r

How many times have you interrupted a
busy day to change a really hard-to-reach
lightbulb - only to have a second one blow
a day or two later. Why not replace all the
bulbs in the receptacle at the same time?
Chances are they began their life together
and the little bit of juice saved probably
doesn't cover the aggravation of repeating
the effort.
And while you have the ladder out, how
about checking the smoke detector batteries. Even if you do routine replacements as
we do (when resetting clocks for daylight
savings and regular time), the extra test is a
good idea. Permanent smoke detectors also
require annual cleaning. Fire extinguishers
should be inspected annually to meet fire
inspection and insurance standards.
A desk calendar with room for notes has
many uses for a conscientious homeowners.
It's a great place to jot down scheduled rou-

tine maintenance dates for these and other
big ticket items such as:
•heating and air conditioning - cleaning, filter change - spring and fall
X lawn tractor maintenance - annual
pre-cutting season
II gutter and chimney cleaning - after
thaw in spring, before freeze in fall
•insect/rodent inspections - annual or
upon indication
• driveway and deck maintenancespring examination and repairs/recoating
• lawn and yard revitalization - spring
weed and feed, fall cleanup and fertilization
• screen/storm window inspection,
cleaning and replacement
Then there are the myriad of less often
remembered tasks that if not written down often are neglected or never done at all.
Scheduling and keeping track of regular
routines can save in repair and maintenance
costs and help to make your home run like a
clock.

drinking water.
Many moderate-to-expensive coffee
makers are equipped with internal filters
that require change according to manufacturers' instructions. It is important when
cleaning these coffee makers to remove or
dispose of filters before adding cleaning
chemicals.
Homeowners in communities with
"hard" water supplies benefit from water
softening systems which require routine
maintenance and chemicals.
Besides furnace and air-cleaning systems
there are more filters at work making your
home safer and fresher- to the exact extend
that they are cleaned, changed and maintained. Among them:
II dryer filters - trap lint, lost buttons
and paper clips, and can be a fire hazard
when clogged
III vacuum cleaner filters -designed to
remove dust mites and other undesirables
•cooktop vent filters - really important
to prevent grease fires!

Filter, Fitters, Fitters

Inside—Outside—All Around
The House...

Installing and changing filters on your
home's water purification system is more
than just a habit. It is a regular necessity for
homes' with antiquated plumbing. Filters
should be installed and maintained, also, on
the inflow to refrigerators which dispense

enhance their beauty and protect family
members from pet dander and ordinary
house dirt demand prudent scheduling.
While healthy routines have long held
the key to maintaining well-adjusted homes.
many a homeowner today welcomes the
notion of having done everything possible
to avoid being running from his nest.

Sinks, disposals, and dishwashers
become sluggish with soaps buildup and
require attention to keep drains running in
the right direction. Even rugs and carpets
which require regular maintenance to
)•)•

Premium Carpet
at rock-bottom prices!

AO&
MALEY

LAWN 8, LANDSCAPE SERVICES, INC.

1ST QUALITY HARDWOOD

$2
99 ft.
1ST QUALITY BERBER CARPET

"Tisis gait.
ham mow tome heaot the
lealf 41[4 fiNg Atager.1
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LANDSCAPING
• Design •Installation
• Maintenance Services

84iiii

yd.
1ST QUALITY
COMMERCIAL CARPET

*399
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CARPET TOWN
USA
Exit 22 off Purchase Parkway
Mayfield - KY • 270-251-9000

LAWN CARE
• Mowing • Fertilization

• Weed Control

Keep1016
13Q414116141
01:140 16

OC441

753•5726

FREE Memory Foam Pillows!

FREE Delivery!
FREE Set-Up!

Don't Miss Our
* Grand Opening
Sale Through End
of September!

with purchase of any Memory Foam Veep Set

Twin Set $198
Full Set $298
King Set $598

Twin Set $299
Full Set $3€,9
King Set $698

America's Mattress
944 S. 12th St.• Murray
Bel-Air Shopping Center
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

(270)761-ZZZS
(9997)

